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The contents of the report reflect the 
views of the author who is responsible for 
the facts and the accuracy of the data pre-
sented herein. The contents do not necessarily 
reflect the official views or policies of the 
Iowa Department of Transportation or the Federal 
Highway Administration. This report does not 
constitute a standard, specification, or regu-
lation. 
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RECYCLED PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT IN IOWA 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there has been an increased interest in 
conservation of our resources, preservation of our environment 
and maintaining our ecology. Recycling of materials is a pro-
cedure that will immediately contribute to all of these desir-
able end results. Our economy is built on private enterprise 
and profit incentive and in the past, with abundant inexpensive 
resources, there was little incentive to recycle. Shortages of 
materials and energy (once considered abundant) along with regu~ 
lations to pr0tect the environment have emphasized the need for 
recycling. These environmental conditions coupled with the loss 
of purchase power by inflation has generated more interest in 
recycling in the transportation field. 
The Iowa Department of Transportation (Iowa DOT) is inter-
ested in recycling portland cement concrete (pee) pavement to: 
1. Provide aggregate where high quality aggregate 
is no longer economically available. 
2. Eliminate the need for locations to waste the 
large amount of pavement rubble. 
3. Conserve the present aggregate sources. 
4. Reduce the need for disrupting land for 
quarrying purposes. 
5. Save fuel and energy by reducing aggregate 
transportation. 
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6. Reduce damage to haul roads near paving projects. 
7. Achieve a monetary savings while constructing 
high quality roadways. 
EARli.lER PROJECTS 
Lyon County 
The first Iowa DOT project (in 1976) utilizing crushed 
pavement as an aggregate in pee was located in Lyon county 
(extreme northwest Iowa ). 1 The project consisted of the 
approaches to two bridges totaling about 1.5 miles of paving. 
The old pavement was constructed in 1936 using a gravel coarse 
aggregate and was in good condition prior to recycling. The 
crushed pee was used. with natural sand in the construction of new 
9 inch thick pavement. Some of the old 7 to 10" thick pee 
pavement with 3" of asphalt resurfacing was crushed as a mix-
ture and used in a 7" econocrete lower course. The 4" top 
course of concrete utilized crushed pee aggregate without A.C. 
resurfacing. The Lyon County research was very successful and 
demonstrated the potential for recycling pee pavement. 
Pottawattamie County 
Iowa recycled another pee pavement in 1977 based upon the 
success of the 1976 Lyon County project. This,project was 
3 miles of I-680 in Pottawattamie County. The old pavement, 
constructed in 1952 with a good quality crushed limestone 
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(Gilmore City) coarse aggregate.was in good condition exhibiting 
essentially no distress when it was recycled. The crushed pee 
aggregate was used with natural sand in the 4" econocrete base 
and the 6" pee shoulders on one lane of I-680. 
PROJECT LOCATION 
Three pee rec ye 1 ing paving projects (Page TQF-2-2 ( 16) --29-7 3, 
Taylor TQF-2-3(15)--29-87 and Taylor TQF-2-3{18)--29-87 located 
in southwest Iowa were constructed in 1978 with completion in 
1979. The material for these projects was crushed in 1977. The 
combined projects were approximately i6 miles in length beginning 
near Clarinda and extending easterly to near Bedford. 
SOURCE OF RECYCLED AGGREGATE 
The old pavement was constructed in 1929 using Platte River 
sand-gravel aggregate from Oreapolis, Nebraska. The slab thick-
ness varied from 7" in the middle to 10" at the outer edges 
(Figure 1). The pavement was 18' wide with 3" curb on all but 
about three of the sixteen miles. In 1964, all curbed sections 
were resurfaced with Type "A" asphalt concrete for curb elimination. 
The old pavement was in generally good condition. There was 
some surface check cracking that is typical, to varying degrees, 
of the Feldspathic Platte River material. This surface cracking 
had little adverse effect on the pavement except in a few localized 
areas. Twenty-three 4" diamter cores were taken from the old 
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pavement. The allerage strength of those cores was 6535 psi 
(corrected for H/D). The reason for reconstruction of this road-
way was obsolescence of width and alignment. 
There was substantial reinforcing steel (Figures 1 and 2) 
with folir longitudinal 5/8" diameter smooth round bars. The 
transverse steel consisted o:E 11 feet by 5/8" diameter plain bars 
at 3 ' 'centers. They were placed so that they extended within 6" 
of the edge of pavement and alternate from edge to edge. There 
were dowels and additional 8 .foot by 5/8" diameter bars at all 
construction joints. 
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Figure 1: Cross section existing pavement 
Anq consfruct1iJn Joint 
PAVEMENT REINFORCING 
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Bars are Plain 5/~'e 
Figure 2: Plan of pavement reinforcing existing pavement 
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CONTRACTS AND CONTRACTORS 
The Iowa DOT let two sets of tied contracts (Appendix A) 
for the complete reconstruction of the roadway. The first was 
"grading" which included the "Removal and Crushing of Old Pavement". 
The special provisions for the removal and crushing of old pave-
ment are included as Appendix B. The contractors for the grading 
were Sterling McLaren Construction company, Inc. of Shenandoah, 
Iowa and Johnson Bros., Inc.,of Red Oak, Iowa. Sterling McLaren 
and Johnson Bros. performed the grading, but subcontracted the 
breaking and removal to Reilly Construction Company of Ossian, 
Iowa, and the crushing to Kuhlman construction Company of Colesburg, 
Iowa. The second set of tied projects was for the "paving". The 
successful bidder was Irving F. Jensen Company, Inc. of Sioux City, 
Iowa. 
REMOVAL OF THE ASPHALT OVERLAY 
The first phase in the recycling project was the removal of 
the two to three inches of asphalt resurfacing. In planning for 
the project, the general consensus was that the asphalt removal 
would be relatively easy. Unfortunately, this was not true and 
it required substantial effort and a number of operations to 
remove the asphalt. 
Shattering of the asphalt resurfacing was the first opera-
tion in the removal. This was accomplished with a special pave-
ment bre·aker designed and manufactured by Reilly Construction. 
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The pavement breaker (Figures 3 & 4) was fabricated using a new 
diesel pile driving hammer mounted on the running gear of a 
motor grader and towed with an end loader. 
Figure 3: Special pavement breaker 
Figure 4: Special pavement breaker 
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The diesel hammer was adjusted to produce the right amount of 
energy when coordinated with the forward speed (1 to 3 MJ?H) to 
fracture the overlay with minimal damage to the underlying slab. 
After the fracturing, a #16 motor patrol equipped with 
three ripper teeth tore the asphalt from the pee slab. There 
were times when the asphalt adhered very tightly and the patrol 
could not pull three teeth. In some cases, the patrol could 
pull only two teeth, and in some cases, only one tooth. 
A rubber tired end loader was used to remove the loosened 
material and scrape free any adhering material. The final opera-
tion was brooming to remove the fine material. 
BREAKING , REMOVAL AND CRUSHING OF THE PAVEMENT 
There is no standard method of breaking and removal. The 
procedure selected is dependent on the contractor's plans for 
steel removal and crushing. In the first Iowa DOT recycling 
project (Lyon County) the contractor>cused a pneumatic hammeir 
mounted on the rear of a backhoe to punch holes in the old slab 
on 3 foot centers. The concrete rubble was transported in larger 
chunks and most of the steel was removed at the crushing plant. 
On the second recycling project, a commercial pavement breaker 
was used. 
This recycling project was much larger and, therefore; allowed 
the contractor more options and the consideration of more special-
ized equipment. As noted previously, the old slab of this project 
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contained mote steel than the first two Iowa projects. With 
this in mind, the contractor intended to extensively shatter 
the concrete, but because the concrete rubble was to be picked 
tip; care was required not to punch the concrete into the grade. 
The special diesel pile driver breaker would accomplish these 
tasks. For breaking of the old pee slab, a large front end 
loader.towed the special breaker.at about 1 MPH with 80 to 90 
blows pei; minute. 'rhe breaking operation required 12 passes 
(6 per lane) to provide the desired shattering on the curbed 
sections. Another precaution,to avoid including subgrade 
material, was to blade away the shoulders .and expose .the edges 
of the slab. 
A rubber tired hydraulic excavator (Figure 5) equipped 
with a ripper tooth (Figure 6) which was referred to as a 
"~ino horn" was used to dislodge and remove part of the rein-
forcing steel. To avoid punching the concrete rubble into the 
base; the"Rhino horn"was operated from the excavated shoulder 
area. The operator would reach the "Rhino horn" to the opposite 
edge and rip back to the center of the slab. 
The steel was hooked and elevated to expose it for removal 
(Figti:te 7). This operation was conducted from each shoulder so 
the rubble was moved toward the center of the old slab. 
Figure 5: Excavator equipped with "Rhino horn" 
Figure 6: "Rhino horn" ripper tooth 
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Figure 7: Dislodging and exposing the steel 
A cutting torch was used to cut the exposed steel free of 
the concrete rubble (Figure 8). 
I 
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Figure 8: Removing the steel with a cutting torch 
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A shear (Figure 9) was used to cut the steel into two foot 
lengths to increase its value as scrap. The contractor sal-
vaged 200 tons of scrap from the 16 miles of recycling. 
Figure 9: Shearing the steel 
The concrete rubble (Figure 10) was then loaded with a 
track mounted front end loader (Figure 11) for transport to the 
crushing site. 
Figure 10: The recycled "Quarry" 
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Figure 11: Loading the concrete rubble 
Operator capability was very important as special provision 
183 (Appendix B) required recovery of at least 80% of the old 
concrete slab. It was necessary to avoid incorporating earth 
subgrade into the rubble that would cause problems in producing 
a crushed product with not more than 5% passing the No. 200 sieve. 
This was different from the normal practice of when all concrete 
plus some earth is loaded. 
The concrete was stockpiled for crushing at two sites that 
had been leased by the Iowa DOT. Crushing the concrete rubble 
presented some problems not encountered in quarrying operations. 
First, a scalper referred to as a "grizzly" was used ahead of the 
primary jaw (Universal 20-76) crusher to remove mud balls and 
other fines (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12: The primary crusher with conveyor from scalper 
This was effective in alleviating the problem of meeting 
the No. 200 sieve specification. 
There was still some reinforcing in the rubble. Sufficient 
clearance of the conveyor belt at the primary crusher was required 
to allow the metal pieces to leave the jaw. It was then necessary 
to remove this steel to avoid damage to the secondary crusher. 
This was accomplished by a large electromagnet (Figure 13). 
Figure 13: Magnet for final steel removal 
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A laborer manually removed the steel from the magnet. The 
contractor indicated that on future recycling, he would use 
a self-cleaning magnet. 
Primary crushing reduced the concrete to approximately 
3 inch size material. The crushed product was further pro-
cessed in the secondary crusher with a universal 10-36 jaw 
and separated into ii, inch to 3/8 inch and minus 3/8 inch 
size material. At the start, the fines were removed from 
the minus 3/8" material at the secondary crusher, but after 
the "grizzly" was opened for scalping, this was no longer 
necessary. The crushed products were stockpiled by a con-
veyor belt with radial movement capability. 
Typical gradation of the two sizes were: 
Coarse Fraction 
Sieve Size Percent Passing 
ii, inch 
1 inch 
3/4 inch 
i, inch 
3/8 inch 
No. 4 
No. 8 
No. 200 
Clay lumps 
14 
100 
72 
39 
21 
9.3 
2.9 
2.0 
0.7 
0.2% 
Sieve Size 
3/8 inch 
No. 4 
No. 8 
No. 16 
No. 30 
No. 50 
No. 100 
No. 200 
Fine Fraction 
Percent Passing 
100 
76 
51 
30 
16 
8.0 
3.5 
2.0 
The crushing operation produced approximately 65% coarse 
fraction and 35% fine fraction. The total estimated production 
for use was 28,000 tons at the New Market site and 26,000 at 
the Bedford site. 
The breaking, removal and crushing operations were com-
pleted in 1977 as part of the grading contract. 
TESTING OF RECYCLED AGGREGATE 
The crushed concrete was evaluated using the conventional 
aggregate tests (Appendix C). The 59% abrasion loss was slightly 
above the 50% allowed for crushed stone. The 42% "A" freeze and 
thaw loss wasi' much higher than the 6% set forth by the standard 
specification. There is some question whether these tests are 
applicable to recycled aggregate. The recycled aggregate, may', 
in fact, provide high performance in the new concrete. The 
recycled aggregate was accepted on the basis of high performance 
in the original slab. 
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TRIAL MIXES 
A number of trial mixes were made utilizing the recycled 
aggregate in different proportions (Appendix D). The two 
earlier Iowa DOT pee recycling projects had demonstrated that 
some natural sand was necessary to provide a workable mix, 
therefore, all trial mixes included a natural sand. Iowa's 
standard pee mix proportions use only two aggregates and a 
Standard Specification C-4 mix would be typical for a primary 
road pavement. 
Material 
Cement (Type .1) 
Water 
Entrained Air 
Fine Agg. 
Coarse Agg. 
C-4 Mix Proportions 
Absolute Volumes 
0.118330 
0.159808 
0.06 
0.330931 
0.330931 
*Assume aggregate Sp.Gr. = 2.65 
Quantities per cu.yd.* 
(pounds) 
626 
269 
1478 
1478 
An effort was made to use percentages of recycled materials that 
were in keeping with the quantities available. A number of pre-
liminary trial mixes were made with a sand (Hallett-Ames) that 
is normally used by the laboratory. Most of the mixes were made 
with 626 pounds of cement which is typical for primary road paving. 
Durability of the recycled concrete was 94 when tested by ASTM 
C666 Method B (freezing in:air, thawing in water). A 90-day 
moist cure conditioning preceeded the freeze-thaw testing. con-
crete abrasion tests were conducted on both recycled concrete and 
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concrete made with virgin aggregate. The results:0:.were almost 
identic.al. 
Most of the project trial mixes (with southwest Iowa sand) 
included a water reducing admixture. The 28-day strengths 
ranged from 5300 psi to 6010 psi. Workability was not seriously 
affected by the use of crushed concrete aggregate. 
The trial mixes were the basis for development of the mix 
proportion section of the special provisions (Appendix E). 
PAVING PROJECT 
The paving was let independent of the project for pavement 
removal and crushing. The paving began o.n July 10, 1978 with 
the majority being constructed during 1978 and completed May 7, 
1979. 
Paving with recycled aggregate presented only minor differences 
from a conventional paving operation. First, there were three 
aggregates instead of the normal two. The second was somewhat of,,M,~'·'''' 
a problem resulting from the recycled aggregate and specifically 
the fact that the crushing was in 1977 with paving in 1978. The 
fine crushed concrete aggregate developed a three inch crust 
apparently from recementing of the crushed product. To minimize 
this problem, the material was passed through a 3 inch by 3 inch 
screen prior to batching. 
The paving train was completely conventional with the first 
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piece of equipment being a CMI Autograde with the conveyor to 
carry the plastic concrete over the subgrade trimmer. A Rexnord 
Town and Country slipform paver placed the 8" thick 24' wide 
slab. After a limited amountcof handwork, straightedging or 
floating, a transverse tine grooved texture was imparted by a l\ 
) 
CMI machine. This was followed by application of a white pig-
mented wax base curing compound. 
Construction testing included slump, air content, flexural 
strength and density (Appendix F). A sununary of the averages 
of these tests by project is: 
Modulus of Rupture 
Project Slump Air 7 day 14 day Density 
Page TQF-2-2 
(16)--29-73 l.65 6.8 718 778 
Taylor TQF-2-3 
ll ';\ --?Q-R7 l.46 6.9 745 809 135.8 ,--1 -~ - . 
Taylor TQF-2-3 
(18)--29-87 l.47 7.0 771 843 
The only reinforcing steel other than doweled work joints 
are #4 x 36" tie bars across centerline at 30" centers. Con-
traction joints skewed at l to 6 were sawed on 20 foot centers. 
Both the contraction and longitudinal centerline joints were 
sawed a nominal 1/4" wide and a minimum of 2 inches deep (T/4). 
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
Recycling provides a direct benefit in conservation of raw 
material and energy. On these Page-Taylor projects, 28,124 tons 
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of coarse and 12,661 tons of fine crushed concrete aggregate were used. This 
eliminated the need of disposing of 40,785 tons or 20,602 cubic yards 
(Sp .• Gr.=2.35) of concrete rubble. It also saved 45,g91 tons of virgin 
aggregate (Sp.Gr.=2.65). Approximately 200 tons of steel were salvaged for 
recyc 1 i ng. 
If the gasoline and diesel fuel used in reclaiming the old slab are 
considered similar to that used for removing the overburden and obtaining 
virgin aggregate, there is a substantial fuel savings in eliminating the 
aggregate transportation from the quarrry to the project (estimated at 75 
miles). It is further estimated that this prevented $27 ,000 damage to haul 
roads in the vicinity of the project. 
COST COMPARISON 
The project was let as a recycled concrete project and bid data using 
conventional aggregate is not available. The estimated cost analysis summary 
is: 
Average Cost of Recycled Material 
33,go4 s.y. Removal & crushing @ $3.70 = $ 125,444.80 
127 ,845 s.y. Removal & crushing @ $3.30 = 421,888.50 
Minus normal removal cost 
161,749 s.y. 
$ 547,333.30 
@ $1.00 = - 161,749.00 
Plus added cost for Class 10 material 
54,000 tons @ $0.30 = + 16,300.00 
TOTAL COST $ 401,784.30 
Material Cost Using Recycled Concrete 
Crushed coarse aggregate 0.542 ton@ $7.44/ton = $ 4.03 
Crushed fine aggregate 0.319 ton @ 7.44/ton = 2.37 
pc sand 0.467 ton @ 5.60/ton = 2.62 
Cement 0.313 ton @ 48.00/ton = 15.02 
$24.04 
8" paving = $5.34/s.y. 
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Material Cost Using Locally Available Material for A-6 Mix 
Coarse aggregate (Class 2) 
pc sand 0.873 tons @ 
Cement 610 lbs @ 
0.582 tons @ $10.50 = $ 6.11 
5.60 = 4.89 
48.00 14.64 
$25.64 
811 paving = $5.70/s.y. 
Savings: 
243,356 s.y. 811 paving@ $0.36 = $ 87,608.16 
2,765 s.y. 611 paving @ 0.27 = 746.55 
Haul Road savings 27,000.00 
$115. 354. 71 
Savings per mile = $115,354.71 + 16,656 miles = $6,925./mile 
POST CONSTRUCTION TESTING 
The Iowa DOT drills 4" diameter cores to determine the pavement thickness 
which is a factor in the basis of payment. These cores are tested to 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
The riding quality was determined using the BPR Type Roughometer with 
101, g4 and 99 inches per mile on the three projects (Appendix H). These 
values indicate a relatively poor riding pavement which is attributed to the 
quality of workmanship during construction, not from problems caused by the 
use of recycled aggregate. There were three end-of-day work joints that were 
so rough, they were not acceptable and were repaved. 
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The frictional quality has been determined by ASTM E-274 (Appendix I). 
The initial friction values were exceptionally good with project averages of 
50, 56, and 61 (SN40J. Friction numbers at 40 MPH have been .determined 
annually from 1979 through 1982. The friction numbers in 1982 after three 
years of traffic were 45, 52, and 49. These values would be typical of 
transverse tine textured PCC pavement. 
A field review of the three projects was made in October, 1979. The 
general surface appearance was very similar to that of conventional paving 
projects. The joints appeared to be in good condition exhibiting no faulting 
or deterioration even though some did not appear to be well sealed. An 
October 1982 field review found very little joint faulting, but faulting up to 
1/8 inch was measured at a few joints. The joint faulting had increased to an 
average of 1/8" by November 1983. The most recent joint faulting survey was 
conducted in September 1984. Three joints were measured at each of 15 
milepost markers. The average faulting at the 45 joints was 0.09 inches. The 
faulting just before and after the recycled project ranges from 1/8 to 1/4 
inch. Both the pavement prior to and beyond the project are slightly older 
than the recycled project. The joint faulting appears to be progressing very 
similar to the comparative sections on either end. Load transfer devices were 
not used on any of these projects. 
There is a number of surface popouts which have little adverse effect on 
the integrity of the pavement. They are more numerous than would be expected 
on a conventional pavement resulting from iron oxides in gravel or unsound 
chert in crushed limestone. The cause of the popouts in the recycled concrete 
were chunks of the crushed material from the fine crushed concrete 
stockpile. The weakly cemented chunks came to the surface during 
consolidation and through the freezing of one winter season resulted in 
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popouts. The popouts resulting from the fine crushed aggregate chunks have 
not caused any significant problem. There has been 1 ittle change in this 
problem since the initial popouts. 
A substantial amount of random cracking has occurred beginning soon after 
construction. There are areas exhibiting a significant amount of longitudinal 
1/4 point cracking. This 1/4 point cracking is probably attributed to 
differential settlement of the grade. 
The frequently occurring midpanel cracking is of greater concern. It is 
suprising that these are so prevalant considering the skewed joints at 
intervals of 20 feet. A survey of this midpanel cracking was conducted in 
September 1984. The number of midpanel cracks were counted in the 50 panels 
immediately east of each milepost marker. The results were: 
Cracks per Cracks per 
MP 50 Panels MP 50 Panels 
54 6 62 11 
55 16 63 18 
56 14 64 2 
57 4 65 0 
58 16 66 7 
59 15 67 17 
60 18 68 8 
61 2 
The range is from 0 to 36% with an average of 20% of the panels having 
cracked. The project to the east with transverse tine texturing and skewed 
joints at 20 feet had 6% midpanel cracking east of milepost 70. 
Cores were drilled in July 1982 to investigate the reason for this 
problem. The strength of three cores taken from an area with a predominance 
of midpanel cracking ranged from 7,080 to 7,140 psi with an average of 7,120 
psi. These relatively good strengths were very consistent and the midpanel 
cracking is apparently not due to poor strength. Four cores were also drilled 
through contraction joints in this area to verify that they had cracked and 
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were functioning. All four cracked as intended and were functioning. The 
·midpanel cracking generally follows the transverse tine texturing. In 
addition to the reduced section at this point, subsequent laboratory 
evaluations have shown that the standard cure application of 1978-79 was not 
fully effective in sealing the transverse tine texturing. This in conjunction 
with the relatively porous recycled aggregate may have allowed drying 
shrinkage which contributed to the cracking. 
The chloride content of the pavement was determined from the cores taken 
in 1982. The chloride contents at various depths were: 
Depth 
Inches 
1/2 
1 
1 1/2 
2 
Chloride Content 
Pounds per Cubic Yard 
2.6 
0.9 
0.6 
0.4 
The general appearance of the recycled pavement is very good. There is 
no indication of deterioration even though the joint sealant has not prevented 
water infiltration. The pavement has performed very well to date with no 
maintenance problems. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This study of PCC pavement constructed with recycled aggregate supports 
the following conclusions: 
1. The recycled PCC pavement has exhibited a good performance. 
2. The major problem with this recycled PCC pavement has been a high 
frequency of midpanel cracking. 
3. The faulting is typical of conventional pavement without load transfer 
assemblies. 
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4. There is a substantial economic benefit for recycling PCC pavement in 
areas where quality aggregate are not in close proximity. 
5. The recycled PCC pavement has exhibited good frictional 
characteristics. 
RECOMMENDATION 
Recycling of PCC pavement should be considered as an alternate on all 
future reconstruction or rehabilitation projects. 
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PARlY OF THE Sf.CONO PART Cf.HT\ FIES E'IY HIS SIGNATURf. ON THIS CONTRACT. UNDER PAIN OF PENALTIES FOR fP.LSE CERTIF1CAT!ON, THAT HE HAS COMPLIED 
,ylT•; 32~ P<P,1 Of' THf. 197:, CODE Of IOWA AS AMENDED.IF APPLICABLE 
SAID SF'ECIFICA110'iS AttD Pl.ANS ARE tlEREDY MADE A PA/11 OF AND THE BASIS OF THIS AGREEMENT, AND A TRU.£ COPY OF SAID Pl.ANS AND SPECJFJCATJDNS JS NOW ON 
[IN ·1~jf. 01' net. ()f Tt\f PAHT'1' OF THE FIRST PART UNDER DATf. Of' ___ _,DE CE MBE R 2 8 ., J_, 9~7_7 _____ _ 
THAT 1N CONS!Of.HATION OF HI[ FQREGOING. THE l'J\RTY Of THE FIRST PART HEREBY AGREES TO PAY THE PARTY OF" THE SECOND PART, PROMPTLY ANO ACCORDlNG 
l\f THE Hf QIJl'.!f.Mfll1S OF Ti'IE SPECIFICATIONS THE AMOUNTS SET FORTH. SUOJ[CT TO THE COND!T!ONS AS SET FORTH, IN 'l'HE SPECIFICATIONS. 
Tli[ l'flkll!.S !!! flf:TO .~.Gf~EE TH1>.T THE NOTICE AN!) INSl!\VC'f!ONS TO 8!DDERS. THE PROPOSAL flLEO HEREIN, THE GEHEHAL SPEClflCArlONS OF TI!E IOWA DEPARTMENT OF 
- li1'J')'OflTAl'!ON rori __ " ____ i5:?l TOGETMER WITH SPECIAL PROVISIONS ATTACHED, TOGETHER WITH THE GENERAL ANO DETAILED PLANS. IF ANY, FOR SA!D PROJECi 
"i!' ··2-- ·:11 HI)· ·29•?,7 . . . · 
..... _. __ .. ._ .. _ ............ --------·..:.----··-.. ------·-·TOGETHER WITH SECOND PAf\TY S PEnFOf\t~ANCE BONO, hflE MADE A PART HEREOF', ANO TOGCTHr:R WITH THIS 
dHU'-1l"IT CONST! l'Ult: TH[ CONl"RACl' BETWEEN THE PAHT!E.S Ht: RE TO. 
1 HAl 11' IS fllrlTt1ER UNDERSTOOD ANO AGREED BY T!lE PARTIES OF THIS CONTRACT THAT THE A80VE W6RK SHALL l~E COMMENCED OR COMPLETED 1N ACCo'nDANCE WITH 
\( fOLu;ntlNG SCHC.DULE· 
APPROX, OR SPECIFIED STARTING Dl\TE 
OR NIJM8Efl OF ll'Ortl\ING DAYS 
SPECIFlEO COMPLETION DATE 
on NUMOER OF WORKING DAYS 
·~------r--------------·-j 
80 WORKING DAYS ocr. 20, 1978 
_., 1 "1Vf 1S H!f f$<;ENCE OF l'ii!S CON\RACT AND THAT SAID CONlflJ\CT CONTAINS ALL OF 11iE TERMS ANO CONDITIONS /'GREED UPON BY THI.:: PARTIES HERfTO 
WITNESS W11EHEOF T•if. PAHT!r.s !lt:RETO HAVE SEl l!it!R HANDS fOH Tiit?. PURPOSE HEREIN EXPRESSED TO TH1S At!D THHEF. OTHER IDENTICAL INSTRU.MENrs AS OF 
'"':-----·--·---·-----DAY 0'---Ji'lfl-1-.'.J'._i')'.l$J. · 19----
10 WA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
·-------~~~~~-r;.~-:;;~::;;:·~---~----
B Y r,·. ,.,,, ' " ( /-;'.-'.'.4"··7 ·· ___./ 
----·· -~t. "'.:.~ ----t··--····----'~·-·---f'AH TY Of' TH[ f\!'<Sl f'AHT 
-~~~=[~: ~-f1!0EN co.HJ(. OF SIOUX 
/,/, .·) ( / BY-1.J~.~;.:.LJ-~::~::..'.::.:'!::::.:.~!~-
1 l'ARfY Of TH[ StCOND l'ART 
CITY, IOuJA· ~ 
-<>··-·-------------
/ 
i ~ . 
C~~1flAiT NO• 14115 · PROJECT TQF··2-31181--29-87 
I T~M ITEM QUMITITY UNllT 
NO 
15 CULVERT, UNCLASSIFIED ENTRANCE 
PIPE, 18 IN• DIA· 
1b CULVERT, UNCLASSIFIED ENTRANCE 
PIPE, 24 IN• DIA' 
l7 CULVERT. UNCLASSIFIED ENTRANCE 
c PIPE, 3b IN· DIA· 
18 ELBOWS. CORR· METAL PIPE 
18 IN' DIA· 
19 INTAKE. RA-3 - MODIFIED 
;•c INTAKE, RA-3 
?.1 INTAKE, RA·6 
22 MANHOt.E. RA·2 
?3 SEWER, 150DD STORM· 12 IN· DIA· 
c"I ~EWEH, 20GOD STORn. 15 IN• DIA· 
". 5 BRlDGE END DRAIN, Rf'-·35 
26 GUARDRAIL. FORfiED STEEL BEAM 
27 GUARDRAIL, POSTS, BEAM 
28 GUARDRAIL• END ANCHORAGES, BEAM 
RE· 33 
29 GUARDRAIL. END ANCHORAGES, BEAM 
Rt:.,· 52 
3r BARRICADE. ROAD CLOSURE. RE-3 
31 BARRICADES 
32 R~MOVAL Of PAVEMENT 
33 REMOVAL OF EXISTING STRUCTURES 
34 SILT BASIN 
35 SILT DITCH 
36 BALE FOR DITCH CHECKS 
37 SODDING 
38 STABILIZING CROP -
SEEDING AND FERTILIZING 
39 MULCHING 
4;J FERTILIZING 
~1 TRAINEE REif18URSEMENT 
118 LIN• lfT· 
10 LIN• FT· 
SO LIN· lfT. 
1 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
4 LIN· fT· 
70 LIN· lfT· 
4 ONLY 
·337.SOO LIN· fT• 
68 0 NL Y 
1 ONLY 
3 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
13 ONLY 
4,032 SQ. Y~S· 
LUMP SUM 
22 ONLY 
1,740 LIN· fT· 
55 ONLY 
3 SQUARES 
9·300 ACRES 
5.1ao ACRES 
S.100 ACRES 
SOD HOURS 
Appendix A 
PAGE 2 
UNIT PRICE AMOi 
10.00 
15000 
25-00 
90 .oo 
800.0D 
1.200.00 
1.500.00 
1,200.00 
J,s.oo 
15·00 
350.00 
6·00 
2·1.00 
260. 00 
265000 
350.00 
1so.ao 
1.25 
so.oo 
.so 
10 .oo 
20.00 
125. OD 
160·00 
80-00 
• 8Q 
1·.180·0. 
150.<0: 
90.0· 
800<0! 
1.200.0 
1. SOD ·D! 
1.20'.l·O 
60·0 
1. 05 tJ. o: 
J,.4CCdJ, 
2.02s.o: 
1,83boQ 
260·0' 
795o0i 
350·0 
1,950.0: 
5,040,0· 
300°0 
1.,100.0 
870-0' 
sso.o 
60 ·Di 
1"i162cS: 
816 .o: 
4De.o: 
400·0'. . 
GRAND TOTAL 
) 
I ........ 
. ' CONTRACT 
f'Ol1k ~63.0 3,~4 H·4$'74 
NO. 1.2941 Appendix A 
Page 3 
:•, T,p• 0 ;· Wo" GRADING, ··------·---------P10J"I No.:-:-::=f'.::--_,2,_-c-"i2C(~4,;1,..-_--=2.::.0:..-.,.·-=7,::3'==:-==-----
Mll" .'-·-;J~£.~J.-._ COST CENTER 611.•000 OBJECT 877 
Coooty PAGE 
TAYLOR COUNTYLIN·E~A-T-N~E~W~M~A=RcK0=t:=T-W~E ST 
W11N(S$El!I~ That tho par!y of tho 3ocond parl, for and In consldoration of $ * * * *b 3 3 "i 9 7 a 11 9_.{ilj , poyablo as sot forth in the spedfka~ 
1 :"~·• ct>otlhv!•<IQ 0 pilrt of·.!hi' conilacl, hNeby agreO$ lo construd vorloU$ items of work and, or, to supply voriowc •motorials or ,uppller. In occordonco with tho plcms I•;~'.';·"" "'"'"'"":'"'"c'''.'.'.'.''.'.'.d'.~~~~-~·~;_ii001-'-"-'~"~~r~~~~:!n';;;~" Unit - Unit Price Amount 
), 
2 
3 
4 
5 
b 
7 
8 
'i 
10 
L1 
12 
,3 
J, ~ 
\5 
Lb 
EXCAVATION-. CLASS 10. ROADWAY & 
fl Olm OW 668.705 CU •. YD>'.>:• .40 267 .. 482·00 
EXCAVATION, CLASS 12. BOULDERS 225 cu. Vli>S• 5.00 1.125.00 
OVERHAUL 1.188.045 STA· 'ti1D s. ·01 11~8800 45 
EXCAVATroN. CLASS 20 843 cu. 'y Jl>:S • 4.00 3.372.00 
BACKfi[LL. COMPACTING-. AJl ,JACE NT TO 
CULVERTS AND STOCKPASSES 765 cu. YD>:S • 3.00 2,295.00 
8ACKFILL• SELECTED, SOIL 87.680 cu. YD':S· .54 47 .. 347.20 
REMOVAL & CRUSHING OF PAVEMENT 33-.904 SQ. YD>:S• 3.70 125.444·80 
REMOVAL OF EXISTING STRUCTURES LUMP SlllM 9.000.00 
REMOVAL OF SIDEWALK 40 SQ. · Y D'S• 1·00 40.00 
CULVERT, CONCRETE ROADWAY PIPE 
24 IN• DIA• 92 LIN. f"11'. 11·75 1.081.00 {UL VERT, CONCRETE ROADWAY PIPE 
36 IN• DIA· 172 LIN. . F11' • 21·85 3.758020 
CULVERT, CONCRETE ROADWAY PIPE 
60 HJ. DIA· 122 LIN• F11' • 57·00 6.954.00 
APRONS. CONCRETE, 24 IN• DIA• 2 ONLY 122·70 2 115. 40 
APRONS. CONCRETE. 36 IN· DI Ao 1 ONLY 215· 40 215.40 
APRONS, CONCRETE. 60 IN• DIA· 2 ONLY 5 48. 05 1.096010 
HALF PIPE, CONCRETE. 36 !No 24 LIN• fil'o 29·80 715·20 
Pu'.·;~. ~/~·;;:_=:~~~:;;;-·;;;·-;;;-,Jf7~;-b-~-f;i;" signatv;;·:n-~~i~--~<inlroct ih~t he h~s complied ~ith 324.17(8) of the 1975• •Code of l¢w=o=a,=om=,=n=d.=d=. ========= 
5,_,.,J 'poc1f1rnhom. ond plans om h11reby mode o part of and tho ba$is of thh ctgreement, ond ct true a:opy of soid plc:m!> and spedficotio11$ i& now (Jn 
liii:o i11 11,., olfi~o of the lnwo DepOrlment of Tr(1nsportation under dote of DE(£ MB ER 3Q '11 l 97 6 
lhu.1 _i•1 ,(oMidorotion of Iha foregoing, the party of the fint par1heroby agrees to pay the party o·~f'"'1"'hoc=..,.::w.;:;o~d-l!"'=-,,c..:..P.;:;"c.m_p~lly-on-d,-o<-<0-,d7.;-ng~lo-t'-he toquircme;"iSOf 
~hu 11·,,:if1(oh<>1H the amounh sci forth, ~ubjcd fo the conditiom u~ set forth In the specifications, - ' · 
lhtt PtUtie\ hc<olo '1groa lhol the notice and in,tructions lo biddeu, the propo5ol ·filed herein, tho getmirol spcdficatlon$ of tho Iowa Deportment of 
T"'"\;'·"!olHH\ for 19?_2 ___ ~--, !ogethcr with spedal provisions a!toehcd, logeihor with the gcncrol ond dct~iled plans, jf cmy, for sold proiect 
,,. i'( 41-·-20··?3 
_____ , together with second party's performance bond, are mode a:i ,port here.of, and together with this Instrument con¥ 
~:.i-. ... th<> 1•n1llort hu1w .. e1;·-i1;~-;;;ii~~~h~;e!o, 
£ly 
111,ol ii h fu11hor vnd11r$foocl crnd e1greod by the portiO$ of this (onlr<l't 1hot tho obovo work shall be cmmm('nccd on or before, cmd shut! bo completed· 
) 
Approx. or Specified Storting Dale 
············------·----------1----or ~mber of Y.!:~nking Coys 
APPROX APR· 4.1977 
:Sp~~ified Cornpietion Oat;-"----
qm- Number of Working D~-' ---
130 WORKING DAYS 
of llko tenor, as of 
) ./ 
\ 
: CONTRACT NO• .12941 PROJECT 
ITEM ITEM 
F-2-2(4)--20-73 
QUANTITY UNIT 
NO 
•17 
18 
ELBOWS. CONCRETE PIPE• 
36 IN• DIA· 
CULVERT. UNCLASSIFIED ROADWAY 
PIPE. 24 IN• DIA· 
. 19 CULVERT. UNCLASSIFIED ROADWAY 
1i PIPE. 42 I~. DIA. 
20 1 APRONS. UNCLASSIFIED• 24 IN• DIA•, 
'21 APRONS. UNCLASSIFIED• 42 IN• DIA·· 
. 22 CULVERT. CORR· METAL ROADWAY 
23 
'24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3Q 
'31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
·36 
:37 
38 
39 
4 J, 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
PIPE. 24 IN• DIA• 
CULVERT. CORR· METAL ROADWAY 
PIPE. 36 IN· DIA. 
APRONS. 11ETAL• 21; IN• DIA• 
APRONS. METAL. 36 IN• DIA· 
ELBOWS. CORR· METAL PIPE 
2ll IN• DIA· 
ELBOWS. CORR· METAL PIPE 
36 IN. DIA·. 
DIAPHRAGM. CORR· METAL. TYPE A 
24 IN. 
DIAPHRAGM. CORR· METAL. TYPE A 
36 IN •. 
STOCKPASS. 4' X 6' PRECAST 
CONCRETE RF-8 
STOCKPASS APRON. 4' X 6' PRECAST 
CONCRETE RF-8 
CULVERT. UNCLASSIFIED ENTRANCE 
PIPE. 18 IN• DIA· 
CULVERT. UNCLASSIFIED ENTMANCE 
PIPE. 24 IN• DIA·· 
CULVERT. UNCLASSIFIED ENTRANCE 
PIPE. 36 IN• DIA· 
LOCATING TILE LINES 
BARRICADES 
SILT DITCH 
SURFACING. GRANULAR. CLASS A 
CRUSHED STONE - ON ROAD 
SUBDRAIN. CORR· METAL PIPE 
6 IN• DIAo 
SUBDRAIN. CORR· METAL PIPE 
PERFORATED. 6 IN• DIA· 
SUBDRAIN OUTLET. RF-22 
GRANULAR MATERIAL FOR BLANKETS 
AND SUBDRAINS 
BACKFILL. POROUS 
COMPACTING EMBANKMENT WITH 
MOISTURE & DENSITY CONTROL 
STABILIZING CROP -
SEEDING AND FERTILIZING 
FIELD LABORATORY 
CLEARING & GRUBBING 
48 TRAINEE REIMBURSEMENT 
1 ONLY 
266 LIN• FT· 
72 LIN• FT• . 
10 ONLY 
2 ONLY 
134 LIN• FT·· 
118 LIN• FT· 
1 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
78 LIN• FT• 
2 ONLY 
1.742 LIN• .fr.' 
550 LIN• .fT· ·· 
322 
20 
18 
2.650 
LIN• FT· 
STAS· • 
ONLY 
LIN• FT.· 
8.244 TONS 
688 LIN• FT• 
150 LIN• FT• 
3 ONLY 
3.826 CU• YDS· 
26 CU• YDS. 
1.414 CU· YDS· 
100.100 ACRES 
1 ONLY 
Appel\diX" A , 
PAGE· 4· ,. 
UNIT P.RICE. AMO'lJN 
293·70 
11·00 
21•70 
86·90 
274· 40 
9o85 
16 .• 80 
83• 50 
173·80 
94. 30 
134040 
80030 
104·85 
66·15 
701·05 
8·30 
9·85 
16030 
100.00 
100.00 
080 
5.70 
3.40 
4. 7.5 
71·00 
4·60 
22.50 
.12 
12s.oo 
1.000.00 
• 80 
293·70 
2.926·00 
1.562040 
869·00 
548.80 
1.319.90 
],.982·40 
83·50 
173·80 
94.30 
134·40 
80·30 
L04 .• 115 
5 .159. 70 
s.2i;8.60 
2.000.00 
1.800·00 
2.120.00 
46~990 ·80 
712·50 
213·00 
17.599·60 
585-00 
1b9·68 
12.s12.so l.ooo.otJ 
21.217-02 
800·00 
,., : ,.,' l ', ~' ; -1, GRAND TOTAL 
. ! ,, I '· .:1 
·t ':' ',.' 
" , ',I ' '" '" I 
' " " ·; .... " ' 
f ... ,., · ., ~·,'I•" 
r~.!M \1..,01)\~ 6-11 H-3618 
' . 
NO· 14112 Appendix A 
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•••s 3·211 COST CENTER 611000 OBJECT 878 
COUNTY PAGE 
ON IOWA 2 FROM TAYLOR COUNTY LINE MESI 3·2 MILES 
THIS AGREEMENT MADU\NDENT(RE06YANDBETWEENTHE IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
ROBERT R RIGLER. STEPHEN GARST. DONALD K GARDNER. ALLAN THOMS, 
--w-.-r.-11cGR A ni, a A Ra ARA DUNN. & L. sTANLEY scHoELE RMAN PARTY OFTH• ,,.,TPART. ANO 
I RYJ}J(!_f~J;NSEN CO OINC" OF SIOUX CITY, IOWA. 21400 
ffllll¥ OF' THC Sf.CONO PART. 
~-:~;:~ l\~i~:;\; ~~ ~l~~i~ ~~~yo~FT~~~E c55~~~c~~~l~~:vA:gR1~Ei0r~1gJ:trT~3~To~ASR10US ,.rE!s~~ ~o1K3AA~ g~o'SrPPL y' ~~~g~SE ~!ii~1=~~6~ l~~~~l~~~~IFICA-
~C(.OHOt<.~.f.!, N!TH THE PL.ANS ANO SPECIFICATIONS THEREFOR, ANO JN THE LOCATIONS DESIGNATED IN THE NOTICE TI> BIDDERS, AS FOLLOWS: 
'1~~.r-·-·-··-· ITEM QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PRICE AMOUNT 
], PAVEMENT, STANDARD OR SLIP FORM 
p, (, CONC·• CLASS A, 8 IN· 48.645 SQ. YDS· 6·60 321.057·0 
2 SURFACE TREATMENT 
0 I' p. (, CONCRETE PAVEMENT 48,645 SQ. YDS· .o 
3 STABILIZED SHOULDER MATERIAL 13.715 TONS 7.93 108.75909 
4 SURFACHJ{;, GRANULAR, CLASS A 
CRUSHED STONE • ON ROAD 3,013 TONS 6·35 19,132.s 
5 STABILIZING CROP -
SEEDING AND FERTILIZING 11·800 ACRES 125·00 1,475.c 
b MULCHING 11·800 ACRES 160·00 1.888·0 
"/ FERTILIZING 11·800 ACRES 80.00 944.0 
8 GUARDRAIL. CABLE 3.528 LIN· FT· 2.65 9,349.2 
<] GUARDRAIL, POSTS. CABLE 243 ONLY 2s.50 6.196·5 
10 GUARDRAIL. END ANCHORAGES, CABLE 12 ONLY 300.00 3 .. 600.c 
11 FIELD LABORATORY 1 ONLY ]"000. 00 1.000.0 
12 TRAINEE REIMBURSEMENT 500 HOURS ·80 400·0 
GRAND TOTAL $473.802·2 
1'/ITH 124 ;°1~~1TJrOfH~H11hE28~R ~~~6wC:~J'l~iig~OH,lrFs~GPNP~i~~~LOEN THIS CONTRACT. UNDER PAIN OF PEN.AL TIES fOR"FALSE CERTIFICATION, THAT HE HAS COMPLIED 
SAID Sf>ECI Fl CATIONS /\NO PLANS ARE HEREBY MADE A PART Of AND THE BASIS OF THIS AGREEMENT, AND A TRUE COPY OF SAIO PLANS ANO SPECIFICATIONS IS NOW ON 
!Lt lfll THE. OF flCE Of THE PARTY Of THE FIRST PART UNDER DATE OF ______ ~D=-=E_,C'-'E'-'M'-B"--=E-'-R~2~8"-"~-'1'-9'-7'-'-7-~-----~-----
THAT IN CONSIDfRAT!ON OF THE FOREGOING. THE PARTY Of THE FIRST PART HEREBY AGREES TO PAY THE PARTY OF THE SECOND PART, PROMPTLY ANO ACCORDING 
IQ T!i[ RfQUlfiEMENTS Of THE SPEClf'ICAT!ONS THE AMOUNTS SET FORTH. SUBJECT TO THE CONDITIONS AS SET FORT~ 1H THE SPECIFICATIONS. 
1~11:. t'AHTIES HERETO AGREE THAT THE NOTICE AND INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS. THE PROPOSAL"f\LED HEREIN, THE GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE 10\~A OC:PARTMENT Of 
1~~N~:o1~1 ATlON FOR ___ • 197 ?_ TOGE TH FR WITH SPECIAL PROVISIONS ATTACHEU, TOGETHER WITH THE GENERAL ANO DETAILED Pt.ANS, If ANY, FOR SAID PROJECT 
J.. ·~.f:·_.:._:c;!.:...:_~j__); 6 ~ .. ,. _, 2 9- 7 3 . TOGETHER WITH SECOND PAllTY'S PERFORMANCE BOND. ARE MADE A PART HEREOF, ANO TOGETHER WITH THIS 
-~'>lflUMlNT C0NST1TUTt THE CONTRACT BETWEEN THE PARTIES HERETO. 
THAT IT IS FURTHER UNDERSTOOD ANO AGREED BY THE PARTIES OF THIS CONTRACT THAT THE ABOVE WORK SHALl BE COMMENCED OR COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
.ti! I OLLOWlNG SCHEDULE: 
APPROX. OR SPECIFIED STARTING DATE 
OR NUMBER OF WOf<KING DAYS 
80 WORKING DAYS 
SPECIFIED COMPLETION DATE 
OR NUMBER OF WORKING DAYS 
OCT. 20, 1978 
"
111 l!'.'! I\ ltH f.S~f.NC( Of THIS CON1'RACT ANO THAT SAID CONTRACT CONTAINS ALL· OF THE TERMS ANO CONOITIONSAGREED Uf'ON BY THE PARTIES HERETO 
f'I WI 1NESS WHEREOF THI: PARTIES HERETO HAY€ SET HiE1R HANDS t'OR THE PURPOSE HEREIN EXPRESSED TO THJ:SANO THREE OTHER IDENTICAL INSTRUMENTS AS OF 
..... ___________ QAY Of .IAN ! 7 1978 ',,, __ _ 
... 10111~-~f.PA_!iIMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
- / ·/'. c:Z_:..-· / 
BY _·-·--..-<~/[._.,,,,i;.-::_:.'::.. _, ~· .• ?/c~·'.-?It:: .. -·-
... / 1-'AllTY Of lltf. f"lRST PAffT 
__ !!~'::'.J_f\]_f_f, JENSEN CO·INC· OF SIOUX CITY, IOWA• 
CONTHACT NO• 14114 Appendix A 
,. • : Page 6 
. r,;·'1. or wORKJ!0.f.'._L__(£!J[JllT_(_()_1'J_(_,_j?_A_~---· PROJECT NO ___ TJ2.f_~ 2 • 3 ( J,5_L~_::_.2__"i.-:Jl.l__ 
.,,.,, ___ __1_2_,,Q51 COST CENTER 611000 OBJECT 8.78 
COUNTY ______ TA'(I Q..L'--------------
ON IOWA 2 FROM PAGE COUNTY LIN( EASTERLY TO WEST ,JUNCTI.~O~N­
·:_:_:~.WiTii~:=f_Q"i0:£1148J:tJ::JiE.fil-"'-O-'-'RJLD_-.. --------------------------
rn1s AGHHMENT MA01 NwrnrrnrnBYANnonwr-FNn<r-. _l_QWA __ DEPARTMENT OF TRA_MSPORTATION 
______ f\o!J.~: fi.I __ B_RJ __ !dU:.e .. ,_$_U:.EHEN__f;_AR_~1,)_Q_NA!JLLJi A R_~_J:J(R ,_____B_h__L~--~ THOMS' ---
hi' F • _tLC.ii~AIJ:L _ _§_~f(BA_f,B_ ____ J)jJJ'ifi~ __ \1. _ __L._~J ANL E y s ~l!Q__EL E R __ l16__N ___ PARTY OF THE Fll<ST PAllT, AND 
J R \iiiil;_:_::f:_:_-;jj; i'LSJ.l'L_\:_Q_"_J __ fi_C • 0 F S I 0 llX C I TY , J 0 W A • 21 4 0 0 
1,. i •;i \>l 1 •i fHA T THE P•\R rv Of THE SECOND PART. FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION Of $,__ # :t J. 'i 6 7 7::; 9.2 J." J, n , PAYABLE ASSET FORTH 11'1 TtiE SPE.ClFlCh-
1 ... ·,,~ <"1'';~/ilUHNG A f-'AR"f or lHIS CONTRACT. HEREBY AGREES TD CONSTRUCT VARIOUS !TE.MS OF WORK AND. OR, TO SUPPLY VARIOUS MATERIALS OR Sl'JPPL1ES :N 
,\··, .11.{:,~t;[ W11!1 HH! f'l.AN5 ANO SPECIFICATIONS THEREFOR, ANO !N THE LOCATIONS DESIGNATED IN THE NOT!CE TO BIDDERS. AS FOLLOWS: 
'.~~1-r:=-----=~=-~TE~ --- _______ l_ QUANTITY UN~NIT PRICE AMOUNT 
1 EXCAVATION, CLASS 1~. ROADWAY &. 
BORROW 5,112 CU· YDS· 1·00 5.112·0 
2 PA VU1E Wi', S1'ANDARD OR SLIP FORM 
p. (. CON C,, CLASS A, 8 IN• '170.069 SQ. YDS· 6·60 1.122,4,0.4' 
3 PAVEMf:NT, STANDARD OR SLIP FORM 
p' (, CON C •, CLASS A. 6 IN· 2,765 SQ. YDS. 7.20 19,908.fJ 
4 MEDIAN, b IN· p 0 c. CONCRETE 5 SQ• YD s. 1s.oo 7:: .. 0 
5 BRIDGE APPROACH SECTION 
REINfORCE D AS PER PLAN 213 SQ. YDS() 30. 00 6,39c.o 
6 SURFACE TREATMENT 
OF p. r CONCRETE PAVEMENT 173.047 s i:i. YDS. .o \. . 
7 GUARDRAIL, FORMED STEEL BEAM 7 50 LIN· f T, 6.oo 4,500.0 
/_\ GUARDRHL" POSTS, BEAM 146 ONLY 27.00 3' 94 c «J 
9 GUARDRAIL, END ANCHORAGES-, BEAM 
RE·S2 8 ONLY 265·00 2.120.0 
10 GUARDRAIL, CABLE 1,908 LIN· FT• 2·65 s.osb.2 
11 GUARDRAIL, POSTS, CABLE 138 ONLY 25· 50 3,51'1.n 
12 GUARDRAIL. END ANCHORAGES. CABLE 10 ONLY 300·00 3,000.0 
13 BRIDGE END DRAIN,- Rf--- 35 8 ONLY 3 SO. OD 2-.80[.0 
}it{ SODDING 7 SQUARES 20.00 140,.0 
PARTY OF THE SfCONO PART CERT\ fl ES 13Y HIS SIGNATURE ON TH!S CONTRACT. UNDER PA1N OF PENAL T!ES FOR ff,LSE CERTIFlCATJON, THATllE HAS COMPLIED 
·~<1H J;.·~ !'·&1 Of TME !1.li$ CODE OF IOWA AS AMENOEO,lf Af'PLICA8LE 
~AID SPf.CIF!CATIONS AND PLANS ARE HERE.BY MADE A PAFtT Of AND THE BASIS OF THIS AGREEMENT, AND A TRUE COPY OF S/1ID PLANS ANO SPl::C!flCAT!ONS JS NOW ON 
'I\ f !N Ti1f. OFFICE Of THE PARTY Of THE FIRST PART UNDER DATE OF-------~D~E-(=EllfilR 281._19~7~7 ______ . 
lliAT 1N CONSIOERATION or THE FOfH:GOING. THE PARTY OF THf.. FIRST f'ART Hf.Rf.BY AGREES TO PAY THE PARTY OF THE SECOND PART, PRDMf'TLY AND ACCORDING 
TO 'it<[ Hf Q\J!f~fMfN1'$ or THE Sf.'f.Clf'!CATIONS THE AMOUNTS SET fORTH. SUBJE.CT TO THE CONO!TtONS AS SET FORTH, IN THE SPECIFICATIONS. 
~l<! f'Ailllt:') lit.RI: TO ACHEE. THAT THE NOTICE ANO INSTRUCTIONS TO 610DERS. THE PROPOSAL FILED HCRElN, THE GENERAL SPEC!flCATION$ OF TI~E 10\')A·DEPARTMEl\T.\JF 
f!i I\'; \l';,:H I A 11().'! ro•t ~.~-·* ___ ,,l:t1.2_ TOGETHER WITti SPECIAL PROVISIONS ATTACHED. TOGETHER WlTtl THE GENEl~AL ANO DET A!LED PlANS. lf ANY. FOR SA!O PROJ~ CT 
_T (.:.! : 2 ~--J.\ .J._5J_:__:.:_?_5_:.Ji_2 , TOGETHER W!TH SECOND PARTY'S PERFORMANCE BOND, Af\E MADE A PART HEREOF, AND l'OGETHf.R Wll'fl Tri IS 
1N;l>l11~~tNl lOl'i)lllUl[ l11L CtJNTHACT BETWEEN THE PARTIES HERE.TO . 
lHAl 11 !~ f'Uf!lllf.f\ l!NOUl.STOOO ANO AGHEE.O BY THt: PARTIES OF THIS CONTRACT THAT THE. ABOVE WORK SHALL BE COMMENCED OR COMPLE,TEO !~ACCORDANCE W~TH 
1><! 11:>t.\(l111~G':i(H[llULt 
Af'f'll.OX. OR SPEC!Flf.O !.TARTING DATE 
OR NUM!3f;R OF 11'0!\KlNG OAYS 
1----
80 WORKING DAYS 
SPECIFIED COMPLETION DATE 
OR NUMBER OF WORKING DAYS 
OCT· 2r:J, 1978 
11
"·
1
' 
1
"·'' I' li<t [~q:~rt. OF THI$ CONTRACT AND THAT SAID CON1f\A(;f CONTAINS ALL (If THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS A(;REEOUPON BY TllE PARTIES HeRETO. 
IN Yi! TNf )\ Yili[HEOf 111!0 l'ARTlf.S Hf.r~ElO HAVE StT THEIR HAND~ FOR THE PURPO~E HEREIN EXPRESSED TO THIS i\NO THREE OTtiE.:R IDENTICAL INSlRUMCNTS AS ci"' 
"" --- - ·--------- ---------DAY Ol', ___ JAfl! 1 7 j9_TIL · f9·----
_____ J 011l A ___ ~~flJl:>tlJ:}J_T o~ -r;B_~__l~T__lQN 
r;;>,,-;;---P' ( .. , -~·; 
HY ___ ~.<..-ZL.!l::_'__(c_ f--,:i'C/J.-/ 
l'AHTY OF HH ~IHST PAK\ 
_J_li_'lJ __ ['J - r=,. ,JENSEN co.rNc. Of sroux CITY, 
---:y·-;r-:~·--··.,-~7----·---· -----------HY'-~::~ .. (.:.: .. :A.~~(~!_:~:_i:_:_,.~"--·---------··-----------
•' l'/dllYf\f'l1~f'Uff\"nJ".~l!f 
IOWA· 
---------------
," 
XON,TRACT. NO· 14114 PROJECT TQF-2-31151--29-87 
·ITEM ITEM QUANTITY UNIT 
NO 
15 STABILIZED SHOULDER MATERIAL 
lb SHOULDER CONSTRUCTION. EARTH 
17 SURFACING, GRANULAR, CLASS A 
CRUSHED STONE ~ ON ROAD 
18 SILT BASIN 
19 BALE FOR DITCH CHECKS 
20 STABILIZING CROP -
SEEDING AND FERTILIZING 
2J, MULCHING 
i!2 FERTILIZING 
23 SEWER, CORR· METAL STORM 
BITUMIN· COATED. 15 IN. DIA· 
2~ APRONS, METAL. 15 IN. DIA· 
25 FIELD LABORATORY 
. 26 TRAINEE REIMBURSEMENT 
53,071 TONS 
12· 690 STAS· · 
10,488 TONS 
17 ONLY 
520 ONLY 
44.700 ACRES 
44 • 700 ACRES 
44·700 ACRES 
115 LIN· FT. · 
1 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
1,000 HOURS 
Appendix A 
PAGE 7 
UNIT PRICE AMC 
7.70 
50.00 
6·10 
50.00 
10.00 
125.00 
160·00 
80000 
12 •. 00 
100.00 
bODO·OO 
• 80 
408.646.·, 
63IJ,I 
63,976.E 
850•[ 
5,200.c 
5,587.! 
7,1s2.c 
3, 57bo[ 
1.3/lQ.[ 
100 c[ 
1"000 .c 
800.f 
GRAND TOTAL $1.677,921·1 
... r 
, ' l"~rtM \03..,p 3,74 H-119i4 
Highway Division 
CONTRACT NO• 12942 Appendix A Page 8 
Pro!~• No, f-2- 3( 4) --20-87 ----------C~OST CENTE"1r··611000 o·s;;.J""'E~_c=r~87 
Co•oty TAYLOR 
ON IOWA 2 FROM PAGE COUNTY L~I=N~E,--:.AT WEST EDGE Of NEW MARKET 
__ EA~T:;_~Ql)_J_H_A_NIJ:.'i\:ST_ TO- WEST_ :[er;; IA· 148 IN Eilff"-oifD-
TlilS AGREEMENT mo<ln and entered by and between !ho Iowa Deptirlment of Tton$pertotlon, De$ Moim.?$, Iowa, com;Uting of tho following membors1 
ROBERT R RIGLER. STEP~EN GARST. DONALD K GARDNER. ALLAN THOMS. --w-.:-i=-:--riCt;w'H~-ti-A.-R8'AkTJ5IT N N-;-s:L.-srAfiiL t::v--s c 'Ho E t:£'-'-R'--'M-'-'A-"N-'--"'-:.:;-~_;_'-'_-'-_=-_"-."".-=-,,-.,-o,-,,-,,-fl-,,, PO''· 0od 
sTERLING MC:TAriEN coNsfR-~--co •• J:'Nc. oF sHENANDO~--r-o-urr· 90200 
JOHN1;2_N- 8RQ.s-;!Nc:---oF--15=E-~.D~o~A~K~·-·1=·o~w~A~-----------------------
porly of the s11cond part. 
WITNESSETH1 Thal tho party of tho $etond part, for and in conslderalion of $ * * 1 '1 81b'Iii0 3 9 11 30 , pe>yablo as sot forth In tho $padfica~ 
lions canstitutir>g o p11rl of !his con1r<.KI, hereby agrees lo ~or>slruct various items of work ol'>CI, or, fo svpp!y various ,materlcib or supplies .In ocrordan'e wilh the plans 
nnd ~Pe"..~~cotions J.~.?~~!.or~ or>d_ in 1~.~J~~-~i~~s .?..~s~l}-~~le'!_ in the _ _'.lol.~c:;__lo b~ders, o~J?l~o~w="===?==~-=7='=========;======== 
lte~_n/ 
No. ITEM Quantity Unit Unit Price Amount 
1 
2 
3 
l! 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
EXCAVATION. CLASS 10. ROADWAY & 
BORROW 
EXCAVATION. CLASS 10. CHANNEL 
EXCAVATION-. CLASS 12. BOULDERS 
OVERHAUL 
EXCAVATION. CLASS 20 
BACKFILL. SELECTED. SOIL 
BACKFILL. COMPACTING. ADJACENT TO 
CULVERTS AND STOCKPASSES 
BACKFILL. POROUS 
GRANULAR MATERIAL FOR BLANKETS 
AND SUBDRAINS 
CULVERT· CONCRETE ROADWAY PIPE 
24 IN• DIA• 
CULVERT. 300DD CONCRETE ROADWAY 
P[PE. 24 IN• DIA· 
HALF PIPE~ CONCRETE~ 24 iN• 
CULVERT, CONCRETE ROADl!IAY PIPE 
30 IN, ·DIA• 
CULVERT, 3000D CONCRETE ROADWAY 
PIPE• 30 IN. DIA· 
1.546.839 CU• YDS· 
150 CU• YJ>S • 
200 CU· YJ>l>-
8. 850.156 STA• YIDS· 
2,994 CU· YD:S:• 
120.423 CU• Yl>S· 
1·292 CU· YDS· 
91 CU· YJ>S:. 
322 LIN• f'Jf', 
350 LIN• Fii· 
1,658 LIN• f1f· 
158 LIN• -f'lr• 
• 42 
.so 
10.00 
.01 
3.00 
• 59500 
2.00 
1s.oo 
b.OO 
12· 75 
14·30 
19.55 
649.672·38 
75.00 
2.000.00 
88-. 501. 56 
8.982.0D 
71.651-68 
2.se.11.00 
1.365.00 
20.08~.oo 
4~604ob0 
• n1.-. rr, 
b,O"tC:o.'.JL! 
28.434·70 
=·.-;::·;.";,_ ;~-:'J·; of the.:eco~cl""'"part certifies by i1is signo;i!uro on this controcl lhol he ho1 com;liod with 324.17(8)·-~f the:> 1:?5; «:ode of Iowa as omonded. 
Sai lpixificalicm and p/om· ore hereby modo a par! of and tho basis <:>f this 09reement, OJ\d a trve <I!QPY of said plans and specifications is now ~n 
fi!o in 1h<l office of the lowo DePorlmenf ()f Tronsportc:ition vnder date of D E (EM BER 3 0 "i 11 9 7 6 
That in cor>siderotion ot lhe fore9oii1g, the party of the· first purl hereby agrees lo pay 'lftt;p'O"tty of th\i second ~rt, promptly cmd according lo the requirements of 
the spcdfkC1tions tho o:i1nounts set forth, subjod lo the cor>ditions as set forth in !he spcdflcotion~. 
Tho parties hereto agree thcit tho r>o!ico and inslruc!lon5 to bidder$, the proposal filed herC"in, th& genw1ol $pecifiootlon~ of the loWQ Deportment .of 
Tran$porlatlon. for .... 1.~.-~( 2 , togethor wilh spacial provisior>s ottochod, lo9ether wilh the 9tmeral or>d def\lliilod plans, if any, for SClid ptoject 
f."' 2-JJ_YJ.:.:_?_Q..":.~J----··-~--~ .. ·-----' logQlhQr wi!h $econd potty'• porformcll'!ce. bond, ar(I m(ldo an 1part fwroof, ond togotlior with fhls insirum11nt con· 
llhute the cor>!r(lcf bo1wccn the purtie~ horC'to. 
That it is fvrthcr under~tood tmd C19roe<l. by tho pcirlio$ of this contract !hot the cibovo work ~holl he co1111m1mtod on ~r before, oncl sholl be completed 
F··A·p-p-;;;:~-;··Specif~d$1~rllng Dote·---··--··-·--·-- $jp;cified Qi-;;,p!etion Da1e on or beforn1~------------- or Number of Worki':.9 Days __ . c1~ :Number of Working Doy$ APPROX APR· 4,1977 1~0 WORKING DAYS 
lhot time h 1110. essence of lhls c'1nlrac! cind that $aid conltod con!air>s all of tho Jarnu cmd cond!lion1 agreed upon by 1fho po:irtle$ h~reto. 
. IN WITN[;SS WHEREOF fhl! pmtios horo!o hove $al their hon19if the purpose her(lin t.'Xpreued lo this amd three othor ln$fruments of liko tenor, Cl' of 
th•__ doy of FEB 1 4 . ,. ___ _ 
101vA-oE~~~~~~~~~~~~~? 
( Porty of tho fird p_,,, :Cf.::_ 
-_J;:_IS_LJ_N_(;_f'1!=\~~QJ-~2_1\1~'.f_R_~ ___ .fQ.o:.! __ !_N<;• OF SHENANDOAH, IOIUIA 
AQHNSON ij~os. 1INC. OF_ RED OAK. IOWA 
By -·-J-·-,;~;;;;:_:~t:--~/~~~---------
-·--;::· .... ~/""--;r~f :),~~~·y~(1·i1tl~,~<o·ri~· ,~:1~ f7~i....___ ___ _ 
I 
l 
.. ~ 
I 
' -~ 
) 
I 
! 1 
{ 
\ . .I 
CONTRACT NO• 12942 PROJECT F-2 .. 3(4)--20-87' 
J"\'EM ITEM QUANTITY UNIT 
10 
15 HALF PIPE. CONCRETE. 30 IN• 
17 
19 
' I 
CULVERT. CONCRETE ROADWAY PIPE 
36 IN. DIA• 
CULVERT. CONCRETE ROADWAY PIPE 
42 IN. DIA· 
CULVERT. CONCRETE ROADWAY PIPE 
48 IN• .DIA· 
APRONS• CONCRETE. 24 IN· DIA· 
APRONS. CONCRETE. 30 IN• DIA• ' 
k~ APRONS. CONCRETE• 36 IN• ·DIA•· 
APRONS• CONCRETE• 42 IN• DIA•· 
APRONS. CONCRETE. 48 IN• DIA• · 
ELDOWS. CONCRETE PIPE. 
22 
:1 
' I 
25 
28 
30 
1 
32 
3 
- ; 
' 35 
Tl 
. 39 
] 
"1 
,3 
4 'I 
5 
H? 
24 IN• DIA• 
ELBOWS. CONCRETE PIPE 
30 IN• DIA• 
STOCKPASS. 4° X 6° PRECAST 
CONCRETE RF .. 8 
STOCKPASS APRON. 11° X 6• PRECAST 
CONCRETE Rf-8 
CULVERT. UNCLASSIFIED ROADWAY 
PIPE. 24 IN• DIA· 
CULVERT. UNCLASSIFIED ROADWAY 
PIPEw 36 IN• DIA•· 
CULVERT. UNCLASSIFIED ROADWAY 
PIPE. 42 IN· DIA· 
CULVERT. UNCLASSIFIED ROADWAY 
PIPE. 48 IN• ·DIA• 
APRONSw UNCLASSIFIED. 24 IN• DIA•, 
APRONS. UNCLASSIFIED. 36 IN••D!A• · 
APRONS. UNCLASSIFIED. 42 IN• ·DIA•· 
APRONS. UNCLASSIFIED. 48 IN• DIA• • 
CULVERT. CORR· METAL ROADWAY 
PIPE. 2ll IN• DIA• 
CULVERT, CORR• METAL ROADWAY 
PIPE. 30 IN• DIA· 
CULVERT. CORR• METAL ROADWAY 
PIPE. 36 IN• ·DIA· 
CULVERT, CORR· METAL ROADWAY 
PIPE, 48 IN. DIA., 
CULVERT. CORR· METAL ROADWAY 
PIPE. SL! IN .. DIA• 
APRONS. METAL. 24 IN. DIA• , 
APRONS. METAL. 30 IN. DIA· 
APRONS. METAL. 36 IN. DIA· 
APRONS. METAL. 48 IN. PIA· 
APRONS. METAL. 54 IN. DIA· 
lHAPHRAGtl. ((>RR· METAi .. , TYPE A 
· 24 IN" 
DIAPHRAGM. CORR· METAi.,. TYPE A 
30 IN. 
DIAPHRAGM. CORR• METAL~ TYPE A 
36 IN• 
9 ·DIAPHRAGM·• CORR· N£TAL,, TYPE A Cf3t\IJ~fjtf 
lJ8 IN" · 
236 LIN• FT• · 
256 LIN. FT·· 
112 LIN. FT• · 
144 
35 
20 
4 
2 
2 
LIN.,fT·, 
ONLY 
ONLY 
ONLY 
ONLY 
ONLY 
11 ONLY 
8 ONLY 
162 LIN• •f'r· · 
4 ONLY 
672 LIN. ·FT·· 
132 LINo ,fTc ' 
82 LIN• •FT .. 
132 LIN.,fr ... 
26 ONLY 
4 ONLY 
2 ONLY 
4 ONLY 
118 LIN. FT .. , 
74 LIN· Fi•o 
72 LINo FTo. 
200 LIN• FT•· 
,4 ONLY 
2 ONLY 
3 ONLY 
3 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
2 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
2 ONLY 
1 ONLY 
50 ELBOWS. CORR· METAL PIPE ! i ! 
· .. '; I··~ r"f ~··«·' !1:~1 1,, u, r· ... : l ,:1, 
",.~if . ·~·: ~::-, ', ! 
: ! : i ~ ',". j "' • I 1 ' 1 
-,.,, I 
Appen9ix• A,' 
PAvE 9 · , 
UNIT PRICE ' .ANOUN' 
15· 85 
22·85 
30.00 
38·35 
122.70 
1s1.1;0 
225· 40 
282090 
348. 70. 
165.20 
218·80 
651005 
12.00 . 
19·00 
21.70 
24· so 
86090 
190050 
279· 40 
304·15 
10 ·85 
llfo61J 
17030 
21·90 
26 .ao 
83·50 
116040 
183·80 
291·35 
392.10 
70030 
88o7S 
99·85 
135055 
3,360.00 
5.s22.40 
4.,,294,.50 
3.028.00 
901,. 60 
565080 
697.40 
1 .. 750.40 
10 .. 068.30 
2 .. 604. 20 
2 .. 508.00 
3 .. 234.00 
2 .. 259. 40 
762000 
558080 
1.216060 
1 ... 080. 40 
5.,,951.20 
S.360.00 
3311. OD 
232080 
551· 40 
874.05 
392.1.0 
199.70 
135. 55 
COWTR~·CT~ N?• 12942 PROJECT f~2··3(4)-- .. 20-l\7 
ITEM;• , . ITEM QUANTITY UNIT 
NO 
1 24 IN. DIA• 
51 ELBOWS. CORR• METAL PIPE 
30 IN• DIA• 
52 ELBOWS. CORR· METAL PIPE 
36 IN• PIA" 
5~ • ELBOWS" CORR· 11ETAL PIPE 
"• 48 IN• llIA• · 
54 SUBDRAIN. CORR• METAL PIPE 
6 IN• DIA· 
55 SUBDRAIN. CORR· METAL PIPE 
BITUMIN• COATED. 6 IN• DIA· 
56 SUBDRAIN. CORR· METAL PIPE 
PERFORATED. 6 IN• DIA· 
57 SUBDRAIN OUTLET. RF-22 
58 SUBDRAIN. TRENCH 
59 LOCATING TILE LINES 
60 SODDING 
61 TOPSOIL. STRIP·• SALVAGE AND 
SPREADING 
62 SURFACING. GRANULAR. CLASS A 
CRUSHED STONE - ON ROAD 
63 CULVERT. UNCLASSIFIED ENTRANCE 
PIPE. 18 IN• DIA. 
64 CULVERT. UNCLASSIFIED ENTRANCE 
PIPE~ 24 IN• DIA• 
65 CULVERT, UNCLASSIFIED ENTRANCE 
PIPE. 54 IN• DIA· 
66 REMOVAL OF EXISTING STRUCTURES 
67 REMOVAL & CRUSHING Of PAVEMENT 
68 REMOVAL Of SIDEWALK 
69 REMOVAL Of FLUMES 
. 70 BARRICADE.., ROAD CLOSURE. RE-3 
71 BARRICADES 
• 72 SILT DITCH 
• 73 SILT BASIN 
74 BALE FOR DITCH CHECKS 
75 STABILIZING CROP -
SEEDING AND FERTILIZING 
76 TRAINEE REIMBURSEMENT 
77 CLEARING & GRIJBBING 
. 78 FIELD LABORATORY 
1 ONLY 
2 ONLY 
1 ONL \' 
2 ONLY 
167 LIN• FT• 
193 LIN• FT· 
378 LIN• FT• 
4 ONLY 
1.620 LHJ• FT• 
30 STAS· . 
7 SQUARES 
84.216 CU. YDSo 
29,3 26 TONS 
3e806 LIN• FT• · 
102 LIN• .FT• 
LUMP SUM 
127.845 SQ. YDS• · 
83 SQ. YDS• , 
80 ONLY 
2 ONLY 
27 ONLY 
17.354 LIN• FT· 
17 ONLY 
520 ONLY 
335·200 ACRES 
2..,000 HOURS 
150·00% 
1 ONLY 
Appencllix A 
PAGE lC 
UNIT PRICE AMOUN · 
94,30 
114·30 
144· 40 
182·75 
2·41 
3·15 
3·25 
81·00 
2.00 
100.00 
50.00 
.70 
5.50 
8·30 
9·85 
27·80 
3,30 
1.00 
30.00 
504·00 
100.00 
·60 
30.00 
7,50 
125· 00 
080 
1.000°00 
94,30 
228· 60 
144·40 
365·50 
402·47 
607·95 
1.228.50 
321; < 00 
3,240.00 
3.000.00 
350.00 
31.589080 
2.835.bO 
15.400.00 
421.888·50 
83.00 
2.1100.00 
1.008.00 
2.700.QO 
10. 41, 2 < 40 
510000 
3,'100.00 
'11.900·00 
1.600000 
31.894" 71 • 
1.000aOO 
GRAND TOTAL $1.8160039.30 
l 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Ames, Iowa 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
for 
REMOVAL AND CRUSHING OF OLD PAVEMENT 
Page F-2-2(4)--20-73 
Taylor F-2-3(4)--20-87 
January 4, 1977 
Appendix B 
SP-183 
183.01 REMOVAL. All mainline pavement on the project is to be removed and salvaged as described 
below, unless specifically excluded by the plans. 
Where asphaltic concrete resurfacing is present, the asphaltic concrete shall be removed before the 
portland cement concrete pavement is removed. The asphaltic concrete that is removed is to be buried in 
the fill. It is intended that all of the asphaltic concrete be removed. Isolated areas of adhering 
asphaltic concrete up to one inch in thickness will be considered acceptable, including patches of as-
phaltic concrete. 
The portland cement concrete pavement shall be removed in a manner that does not develop a large 
amOu.nt of fines in the salvaged concrete and which excludes subgrade and subbase material to the maximum 
extent practicable. It is intended that this operation will produce a maximum amount of snlVaged port-
land cement concrete that is crushed and stockpiled, suitable for use in new portland cement concrete; 
the operation is to be conducted in such a manner as to salvage, in the stockpile, at least 80 percent 
of the portland cement concrete to be removed. The method of breaking and removing shall be subject to 
approval of the engineer. 
All reinforcing steel shall be removed from~the salvaged pavement, either prior to or during the 
cruBhing operation. 
183.02 CRUSHING AND STOCKPILING. *I'he salvaged pavement shall be crushed and stockpiled at the site. 
designated on the plans for stockpiling. · 
Salvaged portland cement concrete shall be crushed to pass a l~-inch sieve. A hammermill secondary 
crusher is prohibited. The crushed material shall be separated by screening on a 3/8-inch screen, and 
the two products shall be stockpiled separately. Processing equipment shall include a screen by which 
excessive fines in the minus 3/8-inch product can be controlled by removal of fines passing a No. 8 
screen. Control will be as directed by the engineer, so that the maximum passing the No. 200 sieve 
in the minus 3/8-inch material is 5 percent. washing will not be required. Fines removed from the minus 
3/8-inch material shall be stockpiled separately. 
The two main products of the operation, l~ inch to 3/8 inch and minus 3/8 inch shall be stockpiled 
in accordance with 2301.16, in locations designated by the engineer at the designated site. 
Reinforcement removed from the pavement shall become property of the contractor and shal.l be dis-
posed of off the project. 
183.03 LIMITATIONS. All pavement shall be removed during the 1977 construction season. At the 
option· of the contractor, crushing operations may be postponed until all of the pavement has been re-
moved. The crushing may be done during the followinq winter period, to be completed by Febr~ary 1, 1978. 
The contractqr shall maintain the stockpiles and the stockpile sites until completion of the work on 
the contract. 
183.04 MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT. Removal and Crushing of Old Pavement shall be based on the plan 
quantity computed in accordance with 230l.39G. Payment shall be in accordance with 2301.40G1 and this 
shall be full payment for all removal, transportation, crushing and stockpiling, removal and disposal of 
reinforcement, and other incidentals necessary to complete this work in accordance with the plans and 
specifications. 
Appendix C 
:r'.va State Highway Commissf' 
:MATERIALS DEPARTMENT 
TF..ST REPORT - MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 
AMES LABORATORY 
~l.t. Agg. 
B, Ortgies 
J, Bergren 
R. Britson 
...eeology 
Projects listed 
below 
Material ____ 1~i.,,_"_c_r_u_s_h_e_d_c_o_n_c_r_e_t_e_~(P_._c_.~) ____ Laboratory No.~·~_AA_t_7_-_7_5 ___ _ 
County Page .& Taylor ProJ. No. F-2-3- (4) --20-87 
Producer Kuhlman Contractor -----------------
New Market Hwy 2 
Unit~Mater1a1 __ 2_b_a_g"-"-s-----------~---------------------
Sampled br-__ H_._w_a~yn,,__e_J_a_c_k_s_o_n ___________ Sender'• No. _________ _ 
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1. Recycled aggregates were used in c-3 mix with: 
55% coarse aggregate) 
25% rine aggregate ) 
20"~ Hallett sand 
recycled 
virgin agg. 
2. Recycled aggregates were used in C-4 mix with: 
C.A. crushed 40% 
F.A. crushed 30% 
F.A. sand 30% 
Results of concrete compression, flexural strength 
and durability tests on specimens made with these 
materials and 626 lbs. of cement are as follows: 
Compression 
Flexural 
Durability Factor 
4350 psi @ 7 days 
5510 psi @ 28 days 
700 psi @ 14 days 
300 cycles 94 
Concrete test slabs were also made for determining 
the resistance of the concrete to abrasion. Test 
slabs made with crushed recycled concrete as aggre-
gate were compared with concrete made using a typi-
cal conventional aggregate. The test results were 
almost identical. 
3. C-4 mix - Recycled Concrete 
50% C.A. crushed 
20% F.A. crushed 
30% F.A. (Natural Sand) 
w/c = 0.497 
Flexural strengths @ 14 days was 740 psi. 
4. C-4 mix - Recycled Concrete 
626 lbs. cement 
45% C.A. crushed 
35% F.A. crushed 
20% F.A. natural sand 
Compressive strength test results: 
Avg. 7 day 4350 psi 
Avg. 28 day 5520 psi 
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5. Concrete core test - old pavement between New Market 
and Bedford 
total cores 23 cores 
total average strength in psi - 6535 (corrected) 
6. C-4 mix - Recycled Concrete 
626 lbs. cement 
70% 35% C.A. crushed 
Recycled 30% F.A. natural sand 
Aggregate 35% F.A. crushed 
Compressive strength test results: 
Avg. 7 day 4130 psi 
Avg • .28 day 5300 P!Si 
7. Abrasion resistance tests were run using Gilmore City 
coarse aggregate and recycled aggregates. From the 
graphs and test data, it is found that the recycled 
coarse aggregates and the Gilmore City coarse aggre-
gate have very similar wear characteristics. With 
the results obtained, it can be presumed that replac-
ing Gilmore City aggregate with recycled concrete 
aggregate will hive no significant change in abrasion 
resistance. 
8. C-4 
9. C-4 
mix (626 lbs. cement) 
Coarse aggregate (crushed) 47% 
Fine aggregate (crushed) 23% 
Fine aggregate (Hallett sand) 30% 
Avg. eompressive strength @ 7 days 
Avg. compressive strength @ 28 days 
mix (626 lbs. cement) 
Coarse aggregate (crushed) 42.5% 
Fine aggregate (crushed) 25. O"/o 
Fine aggregate (crushed) 32.5% 
5050 
5890 
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Avg. compressive strength @ 7 days 5010 
Avg. compressive strength @ 28 days 4570 
Avg. compressive strength @ 38 days 6270 
Avg. compressive strength @ 28 days with w/r 6020 
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B. Project Trial Mixes 
We have completed evaluations of C-4 mixture utilizing recycled concrete and containing 
water reducing admixture. All mixes evaluated utilized recycled concrete for coarse and 
fine aggregate from Page and Taylor Counties, Hallett and Finley Sand Type 1 Standard 
Blend Cement and a conventional water reducer Plastocrete 161 meeting requirements of 
ASTM C494 Type A. Results of the compressive strengths for .the trial mixes are listed 
below: 
·Average 
Mix 
No. 
Mix 
Proportions 
Water 
Reducer 
ft.oz/100 CL 
of cement 
% Slump w/c Compressive Strength lb/sq.in. 
#1 
Control 
#2 
#3 
#4 
Cement 626 lbs. (Plastocrete) 
crushed C.A. 42.5% 161 
Crushed F.A. 25. O",f; 3 
Concrete Sand--
32. 5 % (Finley) 
Cement 626 lb. 
crushed C.A. 42.5% 
Crushed F.A. 25.0",f; 
.Concrete Sand--
32. 5% (Finley) 
Cement 626 lbs. 
Crushed C.A. 47% 
Crushed F •. A. 23% 
Concrete Sand--
30% (Hallett) 
(Plastocrete) 
161 
3 
Cement 626 lbs. (Plastocrete) 
Crushed C.A. 45% 161 
crushed F.A. 35% 3 
Concrete Sand--
30",f; (Hallett) 
Air 
6.2 
6.2 
7.3 
6.5 
(inch) Ratio 7 day 14 day 28 day 
-. 
--
2 1/4 0.460 4570 
--- 6016 
2 1/4 5.660 0.444 4230 ,, 
,,, __ 
2.0 o .• 478 5050 5890 
1 3/4 0.422 4350 5510 
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Average 
Mix 
lli2.:_. 
Mix 
Proportions 
Water 
Reducer 
ft.oz/100 CL 
of cement 
% Slump W/C Compressive Strength lb/sqlin. 
#5 
#6 
Cement 626 lbs. 
Crushed C.A. 35% 
Crushed F.A. 35% 
Concrete Sand 
30"/o (Hallett) 
Cement 626 lbs. 
Crushed C-.A. 30"/o 
Virgin Fine 
Aggregate 7fJ'/o 
Finley Sand 
(Plastocrete) 
161 
3 
PDA-25DP 
4 
Air 
6.5 
7.8 
:{_inch) Ratio 
2 1/2 0.518 
2.0 0.416 
The above quantities are based on the following assumptions: 
Specific gravity of cement 3.4 
Specific gravity of crushed concrete, coarse 
Specific gravity of crushed concrete, fine 
Specific gravity of crushed sand (4110) 
Weight of water per cubic foot 62.4 
7 day 14 day 
4130 
---
4420 5070 
Flexural Tests 
600.0 650 
2.35 
2.35 
2.65 
Based on the above studies, it seems that the.use of crushed concrete as aggregate imposed 
no problems with respect to workability and handling. However, the compressive strength of 
concrete containing recycled concrete aggregate is slightly lower than that of concrete of 
the same water-cement ratio but with virgin aggregates. Equal strengths may be obtained by 
using appropriately reduced water cement ratios, keeping in mind that the recycled concrete 
aggregates have lower specific gravity and higher absorbtion than the virgin aggregates. 
28 day 
5300 
5380 
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Excerpt from PAVING SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
Mix Proportion 
In lieu of proportions specified in 2301. 04, the following 
proportions shall be used: 
Cement 
Water 
Air 
Crushed Concrete, Coarse 
Crushed Concrete, Fine 
concrete Sand 
Design water - cement ratio 0.48 
Maximum water- cement ratio 0.545 
aasic Abs. 
Volume 
0 .118330 
0.178063 
o. 060000 
0.273533 
0.160902 
0.209172 
Approximate Dry 
Quantities/c.y. 
626 lbs. 
1083 lbs. 
637 lbs. 
934 lbs. 
The quantities are based on the following assumptions: 
Specific gravity of crushed concrete, coarse 2.35 
Specific gravity of crushed concrete, fine 2.35 
Specific gravity of crushed sand (4110) 2.65 
Specific gravity of cement 3.14 
Weight of water 62 .4 lbs. 
A water reducing admixture, approved in accordance with 
h1M. 403, will be required. 
per cu.ft. 
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PAVING PROJECT CONSTRUCTION TESTS 
(Does not include handwork concrete) 
Page TQF-2-2(16)--29-73 
Beam Modulus of Rupture Nuclear. 
Date Slump Air ~ 7 day 14 day Density 
7-14-78 l 3/4 7.8 16-1 718 81.7 
l 3/4 7.8 
l 3/4 6.2 16-2 563 639 
7-17-78' 2 7.8 16-3 759 798 
l 1/2 6.3 16-4 735 780 
2 6.4 
2 5.2 
7-18-78 l 3/4 5.5 16-5 748 794 
2 7.3 
l 1/2 6.7 
l 3/4 6.5 16-6 !';!49 795 
l 3/4 6.6 
7-19-78 2 6.2 16-7 726 775 
l 3/4 6.7 16-8 634 704 
1 3/4 7.0 
7-21-78 1 3/4 7.0 16-9 792 858 
1 3/4 6.7 16-10 (M-4 mix) 
7-24-78 1 3/4 6.8 16-11 713 821 
l 3/4 6.9 
7-26-78 1 1/4 7.0 16-16 733 744 
8-1-78 l 1/4 7.6 16-21 744 811 
Average 1.65 6.8 718 778 
Maximum 2 7.8 759 858 
Minimum 1..25 5.2 563 63.9 
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Taylor TQF-2-3(15)--29-87 
Beam Modulus of Rupture Nuclear 
Date Slump Air No. 7 day 14 day Density 
7'-10-78 1/2 6.0 15-1 778 898 
1/2 6.0 
1 3/4 7.2 15f!2 764 824 
1 1/2 7.1 
7-11-78 1 1/2 5.0 
1 1/2 5.8 15-3 767 857 
2 7.8 15-4 (M-4 mix) 
2 6.1 15-5 843 883 
7-13-78 2 7.1 15-6 734 691 
1 1/4 6.2 15-7 (M-4 mix) 
1 1/2 7.6 15-8 727 692 
1 3/4 7.7 
7'-24-78 l 1/2 6.3 15-9 751 810 
1 1/2 6.2 15-10 (M-4 mix) 
l 3/4 6.2 
l 3/4 6.4 
7-25-78 1 1/2 6.8 15-11 (M-4 mix) 
l 1/2 6.7 15-12 744 791 
l 1/2 6.5 
l 3/4 6.5 
7-26-78 l 1/4 7.7 15-13 812 853 
1 1/4 7.2 
7-27-78 1 1/2 6.2 15-14 765 797 
l 3/4 6.7 
l 1/2 6.2 15-15 725 752 
l 1/2 7.7 
7-31-78 1 3/4 5.8 15-17 705 797 
l 3/4 7.6 15-19- 700 827 
l 6.6 15-18 (M-4 mix) 
8-1-78 1 1/2 6.5 15-20 702 892 
J. 
8-8-78 1 1/4 7.7 15-21 869 864 *137.0@ 6.2 
1 7.6 15-22 737 789 134.5 
136.0 
*Rodded density= 135.l lb/cu. @ 6.0"/o air 
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Cont. Taylor TQF-2-3(15)--29-87 
Beam Modulus of Rupture Nuclear 
Date Slump Air No. 7 day 14 day Density 
8-9-78 1 1/4 7.5 *137.0@ 7.0 
1 1/4 7.0 15,.::23 137.0 
1 1/4 7.1 15-24 716 751 133.5 
1 1/4 7.5 627 703 
8-11-78 1 3/4 7.8 
1 1/2 8.0 15-25 706 739 
2 7.0 15-26 (M-4 mix) 
1 1/4 7.5 
1 1/4 7.4 15-27 714 780 
7 
8-14-78 1 1/4 7.1 15-28 712 748 
1 1/4 7.9 15-29 626 763 
1 7.8 
8-17-78 1 1/4 8.0 15-31 742 866 
1 1/2 8.0 15-30 (M-4 mix) 
1 1/4 7.9 15-32 771 807 
1 1/4 7.7 15-33 (Handwork) 
8-21-78 1 1/4 7.1 15-34 661 803 
1 1/2 8.0 15-35 (M-4 mix) 
1 3/4 6.0 15-36 730 803 
1 1/2 7.1 
3-22-78 1 3/4 7.8 15.,.:3 7 744 798 
2 7.3 
1 1/2 7.1 15-38 760 824 
1 1/2 8.0 
8-23-78 1 1/2 7.3 15-39 775 796 
1 1/4 7.0 15-40 759 808 
8-24-78 1 1/2 6.0 15-41 798 852 
1 1/2 6.0 15-42 833 939 
1 1/4 5.5 
8-25-78 1.1/2 5.6 15-43 724 821 
1 1/2 6.0 
1/1,::'.'.2 7.0 15-44 826 901 
Average 1.46 6.9 745 809 
Maximum 2 8.0 869 939 
Minimum 1. 25 5.0 626 703 
*Rodded density = 135.1 lb/cu. @ 6. 00/o air 
Taylor 
Date Slum2 Air 
8-4-78 1 1/2 7.1 
8-5-78 1 1/2 7.1 
1 1/2 6.6 
1 1/2 7.8 
8-7-78 1 1/2 6.7 
1 1/4 6.0 
1 1/2 7.5 
8-8-78 l 1 2 7.1 
Average 1.47 7.0 
Maximum 1. 50 7.8 
Minimum 1. 25 6.0 
TQF-2-3(18)--29-87 
Beam Modulus of 
No. 7 day 
18-1 778 
18-2 809 
18-3 778 
18-4 740 
18-5 748 
771 
809 
740 
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Rupture 
14 day 
773 
865 
849 
886 
843 
886 
773 
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4-2.1011. ll..f.00.. . b!'2J"> j,_28 _ll~.5 
4'"?1U5 .. i~Qj'l · > !;f,.Al4 li<Hl ····· '/f*Jfo .... 
ll'*~:liflb .. ¢9lfitl!J t?.:cYR lu?~ 1.'U 
VF 4 • ii;.j lJ"' , .Oiri-..:im .;,.,,:c;m· ,.,,.,.,.. J> hri ~-~:__ :'."."-~~- .:,· -~P."lfWL! ____ :_..,:=-~--~,~ .. ,m:;.J:_ . ::Q~ .a"U. 
;~51'1 4-2108 48+00 "l·"IR 127 7.95 
.:is20 4-2109 s1+00 2.ot 127 ;<1.so 
'.:'·-:: 
c•- i:],_ . 4-2J.1o . bb.+.oa .. ····-·--.·-·k.•Jll'Ll~.7- .a~w - ·-
2!., 11-2:i.1.1 7!\t«m ~.,."IL 13"1 .. _a,._l;l.o · 
s§~ =:t~~ ·;~;;g: _ -' ·jl!Jt~i~{ .~?~rid·_" ---· 
1525 4-2114 103+00 9·8R 1,3"! 8·25 
152!. 4-2115 112+00 1·lll 11!1 8·25 
1527 4-2116 :L2l..+lm . S<!Jd~ 1_111 i.1.•6_5 
:!;5'28 4-2117 1;JU+Ofl ;'3.~~#.. 11<:J. 8•20 
l~?'l 14-2113,8 li39+00 .~,,aR,~!4J. 1·"15 
· .. ;~-,o · 'l>r2J.li9 .. 1 .. 8+.oo .. i'.~li:~ l.l.f.i?_ ... 8.~,!Ul 
1531 4•2120 157+00 "l• 8R 142 8· 65 
1532 4-2121 166+00 1.9L 142 a.15 
]_533 14"'.2122 175+00 6·2R 142 8· 30 
c--1i531! lf-2.123 183+00 10.oL 120 8• 90 ,;{~'$35 4-2124 192+iJO lt·~R 121' 8~115 
ihtl53b · th2125 201+00 . ·_ 5..,7L. 1.23 .7. 'tll 
--1·537 4:.:212i, 21o+oc-- -·1o~mr123- ~-9~35· · 
lf!.bO 3 libD 4500 
~3~1£ 2il"l!L __ 311o!l 
· ll!.115 !Hlb5 .·.·-. 5fl25 
.. _ '-!$11J 3770 .• W'iD{.l -~Mt c~~,rt.!l.S _5-175 ... 
t;8bS li04.!i 525.!i 
4935 141,05 5335 
- ... 51.25. 1!21.5. 55110 
tt"l,lj5 11035 se 55 
.. ·; .· ltf'RIJ ttn75 sann 
... -- ·•-'- :...~-"' L'f?"l5,_l.'tJ.O. . ..S.D.90 
lfllOO 3.590 41.75 
147115 3870 5035 
.. 53.80 .. 11390 5715 
.. Slf . \\Il 111170 Sll20 
6200 501:.0 65ll.!i 
·-· S~lO lt2.5Jt .. £5.3 . !i 
5180 4225 5500 
1.1535 371JO '!1115 
5120 417 5 5li35 
"17b5 39b5 51.50 
5230 ll350 5!.55 
.. '5i?3li__ lf.355 _.!ibbll . 
41110 3b70 11765 
a.s 
1!~2 
b· "I 
.. a •. i. .... 
6~2 
----
7. 2 
s. a 
5· 11 
-· ·-
b·8 
7.3 
7<;0 
7. 7 
·. RE;l'JARKS 
.;.,._ 
----- ·---~- --------- ··-
----- .. - ~-- ----·- -
.. ----- _. .. -------------------
co~~~' ~:~P~E~~-~ . G : . ,, . ~:::i~ll~~l~t·~~:.;}i . 
l'IATERIALS l>EPARTl'IENT \I .. SNY»ER 
Al1ES LABORATORY Ill• BURGAN 
PROJ£CT Tl2f-2-3f1Sl.;..-2"1-.1!7 COUNTY TAYLOR LAB. NO. ACEl\-l.5114-1581. 
---- - -·- ..... ---- . . ·-- ·-· ~~~-- :~.-.. _ __;_.~------~..:..~--'°~:'.. -- - __ _: ____ :~,-~_--. -'~------~----·.:..~ . .....:__ ·:~_,...;.....,.. _________ ·_,_~ --~ -----·----~ - --
___ ., --- ---------- -- ------- - -----
LENGTH Of PROJECT 12.ns1 MILES YEAR BUILT 1"178 ROAJ) tltlll8ER IOlllA 2 
CQ!\ITRA<TOR .lR'll!>J!'> f,,, .JJ:J'IS.EL.... . .------- .. CORE f.!l.&rl-. Jill>ENING. ________ BASE 
fl'.fllr AGG .. , ••• FlNLEf :i:NC1"•S~f~At4J>oAH•PlT i~J.Rs~ A~:. . . Rtcrirtb AT PLANT Sitt 
. -- . -- ' '' -- - ' - . -- . - _. --- -.- : ·''". ' ; . 
..... .;,,. __ .·, _____ ,_ _____________________ -~ 
PAVE~lg.JL ... ---··· 
;:~·O< 
--- --- _,. __ L------~- ------~----------: ..•..... :. .... ~ _:._: .. ...:: ... _, __ 
CEtlENT l'IISSQURI PORTLAND MIX NUMBER J)ATE REPORTE~ 12/19/78 
. . .··. _ . ..... ... . . _ • . . l>ISTAH.$:~ 1\1.1£ c• __ . . . 
!.!llh, C~R£ S·TA-Tio"l\I ·. rROf'l;, . AT i UNCU1'- '.'f . 
N()~ NUftl3£R <NTRt.lN( T£$'f. L(t#.;jff 
,. ; .. F'!':, . . JLii.Y.~: ... :t~~ ·:2.:. 
1538 4-2127 219+00 1·3L 123 7.75 
1s_39 4-21211. .. t::Z"ltJJJt .. . . .s.~ 11.K 121 _a~as ___ _ 
J.5l!.{l 4-2J.i!.'1 23t\+llll . ' 't•'lli :i.21. l\. 25 .. 
.• l<;S!(~ 4..-21ap. . 2l!7+1lp ... ····· ... it~!IR 1?7,. IJ~ 4.S /~ •. 
·- .·~~- 11'"'-~-~J' ·. 2li!.t1l~" • ·• .• · 1:1~·2k.J..2~ ... _ .. ~a·.~s.· :t•::· 
15113 4-2132 2b5+oo 2·3R 12a a.as 
1553 11-21112 357+00 :J..bR 102 ?. 85 
2. . . .. ._._ .. 
1544 4-2:1.33 
J.5S4 lf-i.!143 
-
. .. , • .l!;f.0,R.ftAJ'.lONA,l. ... !£STS. ·.·· _ 
· .. $1'tt:L •. ~lfi:·~·R ·.· .Clit\llµJ'~J)• $'1'R .. ~i\Jft 
l'ROn asr STREN· ·_·. JJSl• . · ..•. · Ji;\Rt• . 
··· ". ... ,..... . ... .. ~ ... ····"'''"' ... " ·-~vE·~a•• ..... ,;v,. 
., __ .. -l:i:D- -~- ..... t:"i!J..4. __ ;;.Jii<..Q: . U."11-I. ... .AL l'ff\... _],,:.¥.'"" ~
-y·-
5680 4725 bllill 
4805.. 4QQD .5.l.'iS_ 7.11 
lf3SO 3~0 · 11705 . 
'+Oas 335£1. lf3Sll a~ 7 · 
1!7&'S ·~.:3~:&j :. Sl?O · .. ::> 
4375 3bll0 11730 7.4 
3b'15 3120 llObO ll•S 
4315 3b4S If 7llll 
110!.0 31f30 4111.G 
----··~·-- ·- ···- ~ _,,..., _______ ._ .. 
lfR 10'1 8· 05 301.5 25"10 3370 'la "I 
7R 102 7• "IS 3'1&.5 3370 lf380 "1·5 
2 -
15117 4•i:IJ.3b 302+iJO 1e5fl 10"1 7e't5 4115 31175 ll521J 'l•li 
:i.ss7 4-2J.4b 391:.+oo 5·7R J.01 7.90 '1'115 3730 '!&SO a.a 
2 
1sJ;a Y-2131 
1558 lf .. 21'17. 
• 
15119 . 4:.;?j;38 
312+i)g . ~-i:f'lill~ --i!.llii . 
1101:.+qo . · "i•31.. l.Uli 8• 2tf. 
321+00 " · ~ __ i,<f~?if ·:i.irt' ' a~ to~.c 
, ·;.,,., 
.,,_._ 
4J.3S 3ii"is it5it5-
543G 4590. . S"l!il 
1<s20 3a2o - 4"il.!; ·· a.3 
· "'~tnAi~\,C .. 
-~'. 
-~& ~i 
···.•·· ·•··.·.···. 
·1.· '· /' 0. ,, .~>... . 
.. -:...,.., -· _ _._"" ·. 
<~~i-
'"· 
' 
CORING COMPLETE 
-,j: 
. · Aj>Ji>endix G 
l~!ilA $;l°~T£ !ll~;!fl!4:'f ~ll~fJ:fS~-- .;N Pag<> 5 
MATERIALS DEPARTMENT 
i::oNCRE'fE CO!tES 
PRO.!ECT fl:LES 
.. ,,,.If~ _e_i:;~t;~.EN . 
V• SNYJ:£R 
l!I. BURt;AN AMES LABORATORY 
PROJECT TQF-2-3115)-'..,2"1-l!'f .. C 01.ii\IT V TAYlA>R LAB• NO• ACEll-l5l.l!•l53b 
--- - - -- ·- ----- -- - ~--- --- - - ·-- --- . -
LENGTH Of PROJECT 12·051 MILES YEAR BUILT 1978 ROAD NUMBER IOWA 2 
~9J'>TRACJ9R l:R\IIN/f- f• .J.j:;lllSEN ..... . 
. ···\'f!NE A6f>,. ... t;.,11. .. Ft~i...tv !toc.;.s~ENAiil.l>~AH 'Pit. 
. -.;o~E fo.Rl\-,}tlllfl\lll"G BA~ ..... PA VElU;lllT )L 
- - ·": __ '"~;--::, \ . 
. . I . . COARSE: k(;,:.. : '~--'. R(<:V,U:ll A.1' Pl.ANT Sl:T£ 
.... -- --·--
--- --
- .... '-----.. -
CE ME NT MISSOURI PORTLAl\lll MIX N Utl BER llATE REPORTED l2)l9/7S 
_ ... ... . ___ . .JUS.T.AN.CE .AG.E_ _____ . . . . .. . . .. _ __ .IN.f ORM.ATIO.NAL TE ST S . . , 
LAS· (()R£ STATION ·. fl~¢M . AT ;UNCUT STEEL HT CORR conPUTEl> ST!I ~AIR llEFIARll!S 
t~- . !f~MB;E:R •• ...•.. .• •. ci,;i:~1...1t.1t: Ies-r.~wt;rH .. .. . fi<llM a.s..: s'fRt:.t>i~: . .il.s1;, M~~i>· · ' 
• ;/.. C.. ~. •c~~..:C.::..L :c:.. · ;·•· ;·,~ ( ...... ;'. • '.C..f:..etJL.:/ .. :ll~'!.S::: • UiL ........ £.~ ..... : '< ·• .. :Ui ..... ~ .. L.: P.S.lti.CJ!Jl'AYc..C...:llril .. C~ .._ ____ : __ '._ .. _ ... --L- .... 
11-2148 1415+00 
·--~~---
1551 4-21110 339+00 
1561 4-2150 433+00 
1·5R 101 lh25 
.S.7R 106 a.as 
9. l:iR :Mm 13- 20 
1563 4-2152 451+00 5·3R 100 ?·90 
1564 4-2153 4b1+00 9·11L 99 8·40 
- .. l5!.5. 4:-2154 .':!. 
· · · 1.:sbi. <1-.21ss . ··tt 
-... 1js~1 ~1t~2151. · JJ ..... LJ..S.ti.tL~:-e1..S1. _q.Scl'Jt 
15b9 "1-2158 1187+00 "!.8R 99 8•05 
1510 11-21s9 492+00 2.01.. 98 a.110 
1.571. 'l-21bD 501+ll0 5.b.R. 98 8·'10 
. 1572 4-2161 510+00 'h6l 98 .7•90 
1s13 i+.,..211.2 ·· S:L'i+on · li•ER 1~2 ·.~~as 
.415711 · J:i:i2l63 s.a~_+{JQ __ ,_~J!~_l.l~,c.1).,._.l;JI · _____ .•... __ .__ 
1575 lf-2164 537+00 5.8l 112 3.50 
5110 4315 51:.15 ba9 
3bSS 3090 4015 }Oa? 
4520 3820 1191:5 b·b 
~··y:~li!i~n; . . ·. " ... ~. ---~ . 
. - ;...,,.;-
"'::-::' . 
,_. ___ 
4b35 3915 5095 1.11 
4995 4225 511 'ID 
..S1D5. .... . 11.8.20. b27JJ b· li 
' •••. > ---, 
.. li!.a:tl bOi 5 lo .i l 
'""!fScc J.i:t.llltL~ CC .. .C.:.....cc_~ • .. _ . 
5580 4715 6130 b.O 
11855 llJ.00 5335 
lf'l35. 3745 48?0 7·8. 
bO'lS SJ.OS bbl!G 
. 5llb0. lfB.l.o 51f7U 1;..,, a 
291!10_ .. li0£fJ. ~:S.ali5 .......... -- . --
41!25 3680 ~785 7.0 
. ··.. . . .•. . • . . .. · • ' . , , A-ppei\dix i:; ·· 
. ___ ...... :.... -"-·-- _j_~l!A .s.t!if...RI.i2HW.A.Y :C.~.t!W~~ lrL. _ !'a:ge 6 
co!frli6 (().,,LETE · 
l'IATERIALS DEPARTMENT 
Al'IES LABORATORY 
·-- - ---···-----· .. ~----- -------- -·-· ---·-------·-------
C.ONCRETLC .. R(i··--. ---
PiroJ£CT FILES .. . .. ·.· -
J •'be , B.£Rl>RE.L .•........ c:.C:.... __ 
'i• SNY OCR 
Ill• BUR6AN 
PROJ((T. jQf .. 2-:-3(3.:.Sl,..-~'i-:;.ill \ .. <:ol*TY iA!i!-OR LAS. No· AC£8-1511!-1S8l. 
-- ·-·----. _:~:·_::. __ ---___ · __ :_. __ -:;_~-":.:~_-: _:-~. --~~....;~ ... -.~~}&'.£C'._ .. _,_....:.· ___ -. .. ;.. ...... _--__ .,;;._~-._ _ - _...;.,.:. ;~------ :,.;.:--'-'-----..;..-:,:_-______ ..:::::...._,..:_::.;.,; ___ ~ :---~~----- -------- -- ---- ----- - ·-· ---·-- ___________ .. ___ _ 
LENGTH Of PROJECT 12·051 MILES YEAR 8UIL 1 1'178 ROAD NUl'ISER IOll!A 2 
. COI!I.R~CTO~ .I8Y1NG ... r.~ .•. J;El\\t~{'i~ ;;:;~;;;;:;: :i(if:J:);i;t:i;ffj;iJ•[f-~~~.&~.~--.. ~t·!.f:~_;,;7J·+;r~;.•;-- - --· FA_VEnE:f 7:.;L,-~--~ 
fl:Nt AG6. G A fitU.£YTN(·•'s'f!t:NANJ'll'.kH ltl\ft"";." JijAAJft At<t· .... · ~ECVC&El>'A'I' PLAN.TSIT.E ..... ; .. ·. 
· · ____ ~~- ~ ~. -~~-. ~;~~:.: :,;,2. _ --~ . -~'~_j' .:i_\~~~~-:~~r::::/:;:· .::·~·:~::~~~IiL~<::::::~- ~,:,_- .. ;\~:::!~r'.~·:-%J;:!~t:~:~/~~-·jr~~-'-·L:1%0;;:~~;.::'.-::,·:, ... w • ... -.-,:::; __ ~-:--~~;s __ ~- __ i_;:: ___ -:<'.-~- .. ~~ ____ ::_ ~;_ .. :·:;-_~_ · __ ,~~-.:-~ -· .. _- ~ -~ __________ .. _ -----~-0·'~::~ .. ·.- .c.~ .. .c.ec.:., 
C£i'!ENT MISSOURI PORTLANJ> MIX NUMOCR DATE REPORTED 12/19/78 
.. -. ··-· ······-····~--·-- -- . ··-· .·-- .JU.S LAB ·· .. · ·. 't'~lti''.'STAf:I~N ' f fl~~~~: .. -~~~!!~·: ~ .. ·· ... _,; =~;;;~~,±~ , f!E:ttll.ftK.S -; __ --; --
1571. 4-2165 54b+oo 9.oR :i.12 a.us 4775 3970 51bD _,:~· 
1581 11-2170 591+00 "!·SL 11lf a.oo 115110 37ao l!"llD s. 7 
1582 11-2171 bOO+OO 1•8R 114 8·95 3525 2'135 3810 
15_8;1_ 11-~172 ..... i,q9+og . 5.· !!,_.1J·~L .. 1.•.95 ... .. 31.15 . .. 3.l'l!l .. i!.08!J .... &•.3 .... 
1581! l!-.i!l.73. bl.8+00 9•bR li!O a. ?ti 50115 112011 5q55 
15115 14-2171.f 627+00 1•6L J.EO &•2(1... 456.0 37'!5 lf<i3U 1•& 
~ _:i,s1.u._ lf~?l7S. l.3_b+Olib . ~~JJlL li.i!O.. 'h_~:.__. __ ··- . . ... ... . ....... lf.lf.8.tL .. .313D.. lflHIS .. 
SLIP FORM DESIGNED DEPTH : 8 INCH 
- "' ·- - --· --·-·-· -·--·----
' 
- · 1 
. CO lUNt, COMl'fl..·t. r E 
. i APPAA~tx G 
· ·•· ·• L-~~fui:it~.ft: .. tli~J11il~:'~-'~~J::f'S'~.,,1.li_ ····~~~~·\~:_ : .• _. 
l'IATERIALS DEPARTMENT 
AMES LABORATORY 
COl.~ .. 21'£ .,.,,.R(S 
PROJECT fil.tS . 
•. '•'ti. ·. a.".J:>rar•l. • .. 
- - _., ____ , __ .. <pf;'~J:\~j~- --· ---- ---~-
\} • SN'!' llER 
L• BURGAN 
fiRilJ£CT TQf-2•3f;li8!•,.2"J""8.7 .. 0o\tN'f Y . 1 A~LoR I.AB· lll~· AC£&~:i.sa7~15'i7 
---"----.;...:_•·•-··--·····-~-~--- ····- T-. ·-·•---.•·- -----···•• •- ·.:....:.:·1~-::.::;_ __ ___:.;__ ·-·' .:_,_~.:;~·~:..::o..:.'~-~2:·~':~·:'.~~:; ... .0. - ·--••••· ----·- •·····-· ··- - . -- - ---
LENGTH Of PROJECT 01•394 MILES YEAR BUILT 1'171\ ROA l) NUMBER lOl!IA 2 
'fN,lNGx. • -~ BASE. . .Plt~l't,Efi;l' lL -:·~:::R::;:R~~::l;;~:!.~ J;~~~~i:i~~~~ii~~ ;!~··.· ··~· ···~·."···~~~~s~-~~~f~~·':·,_·~~~~(f~~~~~t'~~~~- .SI 1£ 
CEMENT MISSOURI PORTLAND MIX NUMBER DA TE REPORTED 12/1'1/78 
I.AS. 
!ii{). 
STATION 
I) IS.TA.NCE .. A6.E. -· ..... . . .... . Iflif<lRJ'IA'tI.O.NAL .. :U:S.TS . 
i'ROl1 AT l.INCU'I' STEEL HT CORR CiH'iPUTE1l SiR %AIR 
_,,_ .. _,, .. 
fiE\flAll~S• CORE 
l\lUl'IBER 
.. -·· 
CfffRLlNE TEST .i,;£N£iftl fR()fi .... BSE STREM• · PSI• HARll•· 
. .... ~-- J:t~:.~;·j;l\YSf .. nl.,. •.. :.' -'- .... :~:I1i·~- .psi. ···sa.!}Ai_'l;YEAJL.cf.lll'C.·:. ··~--·-·~-·-· 
J.Sl!7 IJ-2076 1713+00 
15ll8 11-2077 172i1+00 
· ... :1.sa..:i it-ac1a lt73o+on 
./l.s•u:i l\-ao1•I .li1!u1+00 · 
~·l~'fl .. '*•J:tlao J."l5tl+01l. 
15"!2 IJ-2081 1758+00 
15"!3 IJ-2082 1768+00 
... _.:it5,I! .. ll."'.20.ii3 .J.11.IJ+!l(! 
l5fl5 .. ·. 1J..,.if,!8!4 . •1a1r+oo ··•···:fs11tt.·t':~2aas · ·ntt:t•oo 
L J.~5"17. EIJ-·ll.1~1:! . li1&!!+'Ul . 
10· 2L '12 tlolJO 4385 31115 IH!?il 5 .. a 
- "'·~Jt .'i3. ~-.lfJl__ - . . .... 'l.1fj;.5 ... 3.1J;jJ .... }i"il!l .......... . 
&;.Ill "13. 1~$ll .. si;15 33lj.S it.3115 · ll•3 
·'.fi~·&R "!3 a .. su .·· . ..lla"to ~73o f!aso . · 
. •• ,..~ . 'i:rt.: .. _~_ .. .1)1J: _ --- --- . .. - .... __ :::lfi!.55 ... :!lt.3£. _1fl25. _ _,5g_!f ...... - ..... ··-- -----
5 .. 8fi: "!5 80 llll 5085 lf3110 Sbl!Q 
3·GL "15 Ii.• CO 1181:.5 1!155 51100 b• b 
~-·~=~ .'iS;.~<.ii~ -- .............. _ -~~~~- 3•950 •.5)135 ...... . 
· .-ll·~ ~ !f..i~ . · '·li:Ji-µ1:r · 11aia :ffeI::ns 
...::..J.~:m.::.. .. 'ii... _ _n_l!cm ... . .. . . __ ·- . L .••... 3.S:."lll ... J..mn .... J>511s .. s .. ''I 
SLIP FORn !)£SIGN£» DEPTH = a INCH 
·------" -·-·---
" 
.-. ..:- _.:_ __ -'---~- ~--~-'---~--__;~ -··- ----- ---·-' -- ------ ___ .,_ ··-·. -- . ----···- . .-~ 
- ·- - ~----- ·---··--·-·-,-.---r 
,,.-,,, ... 
lO\'lA l1EPART~~ENT OF TR.t,,!ISPORTAT ion 
Materials D~part~cnt 
MIES LABORATORY 
ROAD ROUGH!lESS REPORT 
Appendix H 
Page 1 
Lab. No. R . ._-'-~--Rcport Date _________ county __ -=.P~a~g~ec._ ______ ~ 
Pro J • Mi le o 3 • 2 ll . Ye a r Bui l t ___ "'l""'9_,,7_,,8,__ ___ Ho ad No • __ I=a-=2----'----'· 
Con t r act o r _ _,I""r"-v"-i=· n:.:.9::1-::.F..:.._,,J"'e""n,..s~e:::n;:..;..· _______ Pro j . No ._Tc_Q;;;. _F_-_2_-_2-:-('-1-:6-')'-----_2_9_-_7_3 ____ . __ 
Aaph. Conc • ......, __ .A.C. Resur.~-~ 
Lo c a t i o n. __ _.F""r"'o"'m"'-,..T""a"y"'l,.,o'-'r'-'C"'o"'u""n""'t"'y_..l"'i""n,..e.__ _ ""-P • C • Con c • x S l i p F o r rn x Fixed For_rn ____ _ 
westerly 3.2 miles 
Ddte Tested.--'l~l~---=-2_-~7~8 ____ ...._ ___ -'-Weather __ c~l~e~a::.::.r_c ____________ '--'--~ 
-1!.._Bound Lane _!_Bound Lane 
'4 point 
Terminus 
Transverse Groove 
Start Taylor County line 
Stop N-,.26 
Sect. Length 
No. (Miles) 
1 0.50 
2 0.50 
~ 0.50 
4 0.50 
0.50 
6 - __Q_..5.Q.... 
7 0.36 
1'\iles Measured 3.36 
Roughoiess Rbughnf"SS 
Inches/Mi le I.nches/Mi le 
76 88 
90 100 
96 100 
90 110 
86 104 
124 132 
117 106 
Ave. 96 A 106 ve. ____ _ 
!OWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Materials Department 
AMES LABORATORY 
ROAD ROUGHNESS REPORT 
Page 2 
Lab. No. R.'-~-~-Report Date _________ county~~-T_a~y~l_o_r _______ _ 
ProJ. Miles 12.g51 Year Built. __ ~1~9~7~8._ _____ Road No.~-"I~a'-"2'--~-----
Contractor Irving' F. Jensen Proj . No ·-----=T:..:Q::::F:..-_2"'--"-3-'"(_1_5.:..) _______ . 
Asph. Conc._~~A.C. Resur. __ ~ 
Location prom page County line easterly P.C. Cone. x Slip Form __ ~x=---
to west junction of Iowa 148 
J.o point 
Terminus 
Transverse groove 
Start 20 Rev. W of Ia 148 
Omit bridge 
Omit bridge 
Stop - County line 
Sect. 
No. 
1 
---
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
JO 
11 
l~ 
Miles Measured 
Fixed Form. ____ _ 
_ji__Bound Lane _]!;__Bound Lane 
Length 
(Mi le s) 
1.00 
1.00 
l.00 
1.0Q 
1.00 
_-1.:.QQ_ 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.71 
11.71 
Rough·,1ess 
Inches/Mile 
95 
96 
101 
103 
97 
89 
94 
90 
119 
98 
87 
Ave . -"9'"-'6"---
RouqhnE'sS 
1nchcslM1 lt> 
81 
85 
97 
89 
86 
90 
83 
97 
90 
114 
105 
___ 8'-9 ___ _ 
Ave '--'-9_2 __ _ 
L~b. No. R 
PIO) • Mileo 1.394 
Contractor Irv~ng 
Location From E 
Appendix H 
Page 3 
!01·/A flEP1\RTr·~ENT OF TR.l\rJSPORTATIOrJ 
Materials Department 
AMES LAIJORATORY 
ROAD ROUGHNESS REPORT 
Hcport Da.te _________ County ___ _::T~a~y_,l~o~r=------~ 
Year Built 1978 --=..;..:;::.._ _____ Head No . ___ I_a_2 _____ _ 
F. Jensen Proj. No. TQF-2-3 (18)--29-87 
Jct. Ia 148 in Bedford 
Aaph. Cone. A,C. Resur. 
---P.c. Cone. x Slip Form x 
Fixed Form-----~ 
easterly 1.4 miles to old Ia. 2 
Dd t ·~ Test ed__::l:.:1::...-..:2::...· -_7:.;8"---------w cat he r ___ c_l_e~.a_r __________ ~---
l;t point 
Terminus 
Start 20 Rev. E of Ia 148 
Omit RR & Bridge 
Stop - Old Ia 2 
Sect . 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
Miles Measured 
_E_Bound Lane ~Bound Lane 
Length Rough;u,ss Rouyhn.-ss 
(Miles) Inches/Mi le InchcslM1 le 
0.25 104 116 
0.25 108 112 
0.25 108 96 
0.25 84 84 
0.23 91 87 
----
1.23 99 99 Ave. ____ _ Ave. 
-----
Page TQF-2-2(16) 
Taylor TQF-2-3(15) 
Taylor TQF-2-3(18) 
Date: 
FRICTION TESTING SUMMARY 
6-20-79 6-25-80 
50 
56 
61 
55 
47 
6-17-81 
52 
46 
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6-16-82 
45 
52 
49 
